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EDITORIAL
Toward Social Policies for the Nineteen Seventies

In so many ways, a pronounced and explicit interest in social policy is
visible now in this country. We saw the War on Poverty era, followed by
concerns and recommendations from persons in electorial politics, social
sciences, industry, and assorted other fields. We saw several new journals
on the subject start publication. We also saw money allocated and organizational
forms built for compensatory and remedial education; for providing opportunity
to youth; for providing more social support and services to the disabled,
the infirm, the aged, and the unskilled. In brief, we saw the emergence of
implicit and explicit social policies at various levels about various population
groups.
This issue of the Journal is devoted to some such selected policy issues.
Its contribution rests on the fact that just about all the authors here
discuss one or more problem areas about which there have been some implicit
or explicit policies during the nineteen sixties. One may question the
analytical models on which these policies were based.
The authors of
the papers in this issue keep questioning not only the adequacy of the
present policies in these areas, but wonder about the analytical models which
were used to formulate these policies. For example, are the models (of
whatever nature and origin) used to understand and explain the various reasons
of being in mental health, compensatory education, community development
and housing problems of the aged, and the dynamics of grass roots community
organization really adequate?
If the analytical models are not adequate,
then how can the policies based on them be of any use?
The reexamination of prevailing implicit or explicit policies in any
one of these areas needs not only new analytical tools, but also a new
theoretical approach to social welfare itself. We begin this issue with
efforts in that field.

Pranab Chatterjee
Guest Editor

PHILOSOPHY, SOCIOLOGY AND THE THEORY OF SOCIAL WELFARE:
1
A CONCEPTUAL STARTING POINT

Robert D. Herman
School of Administration
University of Missouri-Kansas City

In this paper I want to explore and 2begin to elucidate a fundamental problem in social welfare theory.
The problem centers on the
conception of the relation between individuals and social structure.
Before proceeding with this task, it is important to note the senses
in which the term "social welfare" will be used. The term has two
basic senses, deriving from two more or less distinct intellectual
traditions. In one sense the term refers to the provision of goods
and services to needy individuals, either through government "transfers"
or private philanthropy. In this comparatively narrow sense social
welfare is a characteristic of industrialized societies (see Wilensky,
1975, for an empirical investigation of the determinants of welfare
spending) and has to do with social workers, welfare institutions and
the poor. In the second, broader, sense social welfare has to do with
all the members and institutions of a society. This sense derives
from the concerns of moral and political philosophers about the
structure of society and the production and distribution of basic
values (such as wealth, power, liberty, equality and happiness). Moralpolitical philosophy asks what values are desirable and how can they be
justified, and, given a set of values, what kind of society and what
kind of individual is most likely to lead to the fullest realization
of those values.

IPaper originally presented as "Philosophy, Sociology and Social
Welfare: Some Issues, Problems and Possibilities," at the annual
meeting of the Society for the Study of Social Problems, San Francisco,
California, August 22-25, 1975.
2

The problem derives from and pertains to sociological, or preferably social, theory more generally, though going straight to that locus
is beyond the scope of this paper.

3

Until recently social scientists had little interest in social
welfare conceived in the broad philosophical sense. One apparent
exception is that branch of economics known as "welfare economics."
This exception is more apparent than real since economists and other
social scientists have generally accepted Arrow's (1951; 1963) demonstration that a socially optimal income distribution cannot be derived
from individual utility preferences ("wants"), unless it is assumed
that such preferences, and the satisfaction derived from their fulfillment, are the same across all individuals. Since this assumption
cannot be justified and the empirical evidence contradicts it, welfare
economics has degenerated into a set of "proofs" that, given the
assumptions underlying the theory of perfectly competitive markets,
capitalism guarantees the attainment of maximum social welfare (see,
Because "welfare economics" takes as
for example, Ferguson, 1966).
settled what is problematical and is uncritically based on a particular
philosophical conception of the individual-social structure relation
I bring
more to say of it.
(i.e.,
utilitarianism), I will have little
it up here only to indicate that it has been one approach to the broad
issue of social welfare.
Other than the moribund "welfare economics" approach, modern
4
social science has had little interest in the philosophical conception
of social welfare. Such disinterest can be traced to the philosophical
foundations of modern social science--to logical positivism and its
impact on the character of the social sciences. Very briefly, "progress"
in the social sciences has been seen as dependent upon the collection
(design, methodology) and analysis (hypothesis testing and theoretical
inference) of theoretically relevant data (collection of data is guided
by hypothetical statements deduced from fundamental axioms) where the
are publicly disseminated and eventually
results of such activities
help to.clarify the theoretical structure and build an explanatory
system.J Though historians (Kuhn, 1970) and philosophers of science,
including logical positivists, have explored and continue to explore
a number of problems in this foundation, most practicing social scientists learn (?) that this is the foundation, the only foundation, of
public, intersubjectively verifiable knowledge. Such a foundation and
its consequences for social science have precluded any investigation
of social welfare theory that is not "narrowly" empirical and based
upon positivistic rules. Any non-positivistic investigation of social

3, use the terms social scientist and social sciences deliberately
to emphasize the general (rather than the discipline specific) nature
of the problem. The reader, however, should be made aware that, as a
sociologist, much of the paper draws on and is directly addressed to
sociology.
4

Marxism, which has always had a tenuous relation to "mainstream"
social science, is something of an exception to this statement. The
Marxist view of social welfare will be briefly examined later.
5

This summary is not intended as an adequate or complete account
of logical positivism. A number of widely available books (e.g. Nagel,
1961; Kaplan, 1964; and Hanson, 1971) contain clear presentations of
logical positivism.

welfare, while it might be praised by social scientists, is labeled,
"normative," "subjective," or "philosophical," which implies that such
an investigation is non-scientific and thus not a reliable guide to
knowledge. There are increasingly obvious signs that many social
scientists are experiencing heightened doubts about their enterprise
and its importance to humanity, and corresponding dogbts about logical
positivism as the foundation of the social sciences.
What are the
intellectual, as distinguished from the psychological or social, sources
of these doubts and the accompanying disquiet?
Most simply, the social sciences entail the relativization of perspectives (Zaner, 1970), a proliferation of ways of viewing, of knowing.
The relativization of perspectives extends to all other social things.
One can view or "know" a thing from the "sociological" point of view,
from the "economic" point of view, from the "practical" point of view,
etc. No doubt this relativization has had some useful consequences,
but the deeper consequences have only recently been receiving widespread attention. The deeper consequences started to be noticed when
the relativizing weapons of the social sciences were turned inward,
upon the social sciences and social scientists themselves. As sociological studies of sociology began to accumulate and "sink-in," the
conclusion had to be faced that the sociological point of view and the
knowledge it produces is socially determined, and thus uncertain,
relative and suspiciously arbitrary. In short, the social sciences
have eliminated the possibility of reason from human experience and
action, including that experience and action called social science.
Those familiar with phenomenology will recognize that this discussion of the relativization of perspectives taps the same basic
issues as Husserl's (1970) concern with the "crisis of European
(Western) sciences." According to Natanson (1973) there are several
facets to the contemporary crisis of science. Of these the deepest
is that the sciences deny the centrality of reason in understanding
human experience. This characteristic of science
. . . manifests itself less in programmatic
utterances than it does in refusal to recognize
the possible legitimacy of eternal truth, of
essential knowledge, and of universal science.
In place of the ideal of what Husserl called
'rigorous science,' primordial apodicticity, there
is proclaimed the superiority and even the desirability of patchwork analysis, limited questions
posed in restricted ways, in order to achieve
partial results. Circumscription is elevated into
a new ideal. No indictment of science is intended
here, for the problem is not the adequacy of

6

For a highly readable presentation of the critique of logical
positivism as the foundation of sociology see Friedrichs (1970:135222). For a philosophical critique of the foundations of the social
sciences see Zaner (1970:51-78).
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concrete procedures and results in the various
sciences but the philosophical nature of the
(Natanson, 1973: 41-42).
scientific enterprise.
Returning to social welfare, the "crisis of scientific relativization" is seen in the abandonment and disparagement of formulating a
general theory of social welfare. The fragmented, partial and highly
contingent nature of "knowledge" in the social sciences, in conjunction
with the normative/descriptive dichotomy derived from logical positivism,
have prevented any attempt to formulate a general (i.e. philosophicalscientific) theory of social welfare. Instead, we have a vast collection of positivistic studies of particular social welfare "problems"
These studies have attempted to either describe
(in the narrow sense).
the dimensions and extent of a particular welfare problem (e.g.,
malnutrition, economic insecurity, child abuse, or drug dependency) or
to investigate the causes and consequences of a particular social
welfare problem. Many studies also ventured to propose "solutions"
to these particular problems. The justifications, beyond that of
scientific validity, are principally of three kinds. One is to adopt
the values or political views of the organization, if any, sponsoring
the research. The second is to justify the proposed solutions by
predicting the negative (as defined by established social values)
consequences of failure to do otherwise. The final kind of justification for proposed solutions is to invoke what are uncomfortably
recognized as more or less arbitrary (since they cannot apparently be
derived from science) personal values. These kinds of justification
Of course, many studies of
are often found in various combinations.
welfare problems do not propose solutions, arguing that solutions
must be based on values and values are outside the realm of science.
The notion that the social sciencs are, or can be, "value free" is
widely debated today, and many have concluded that they are not and
cannot be. The debate over the place of values in social science is
part of the larger crisis of the social sciences.
Interestingly, though, one finds little explicit recognition of
the crisis in the social science work (as opposed to the commentary)
published in the leading journals. Perhaps the disciplinary elite and
their gate-keepers are unwilling to accept the conclusion that there
is a crisis and thus work that attempts to build upon a new foundation.
On the other hand, there may be little or no work based upon a new
foundation being submitted, and there is no consensual basis for
evaluating any that is. While the case for the inadequacy of the
value-free, "objective" logical positivist foundation of the social
sciences is strong, how to and with what to "replace" that long-standing
foundation is not at all clear. In the absence of an alternative foundation that is intellectually justified and widely accepted it may be
reasonable to continue work founded upon, and wholly within the
prescripts of, logical positivism. Phenomenology has been receiving
increasing attention as a new foundation for the social sciences, though
many problems remain both within phenomenology itself and with regard
to the relation between phenomenology and sociology (see Heap and Roth,
Though many of my remarks in this paper have been "inspired"
1973).
by phenomenology, this is not an attempt to work out a phenomenological
sociology. Rather it is an attempt to develop an alternative conceptual
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basis for a general theory of social welfare. As such the paper is
concerned with social theory directly and not with foundations, though
the conceptual basis is "inspired" by the phenomenological critique of
science.
The critique of logical positivism and the possibility of phenomenology as a new foundation is the more distant and fundamental source
of my concern with the relation between sociology, philosophy and the
theory of social welfare. The more immediate and direct source of
this concern is derived from the recent attention of sociologists to
moral-political philosophy, in particular with the attention Coleman
(1974a) and other social scientists (e.g. MacRae, 1973; Hart, 1974;
and Harmon, 1974) have given to John Rawls's (1971) A Theory 2f Justice.
As Coleman (1974A) notes the last decade or so has witnessed, after
the accumulation of vast numbers of research results on inequality and
poverty, a resurgence of interest in moral-political philosophy and
the attempts to join traditional sociology to moral-political philosophy
(Coleman, 1974a; 1974b).
That is, there is a developing interest in
joining sociology and moral-political philosophy at the level of theory,
as opposed to the interest in philosophy (epistemology) as foundational.
More exactly, Rawls (1971) has resurrected in sociology a renewed
examination of the linkage between moral-political philosophy and
sociology. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to review the
intellectual history of sociology, I think it can be safely said that
sociology's "founding fathers" (Marx, Weber and Durkheim) addressed
and their work built upon moral-political philosophical issues.
As
Atkinson (1971) shows the fundamental contribution of the "founding
fathers" was, despite other differences, the solidification of the
sociological perspective that human behavior (in a broad sense) is
socially determined, is subject to laws or rules or social facts that
inhere in the supra-individual social structure. Though the work of
both Marx and Weber contained elements of a voluntaristic, non-deterministic, conception of human behavior, that much smaller part of their
work has not, by and large, been incorportated into modern sociology
(Atkinson, 1971).
In short, from its beginnings, sociology has adopted
a "descending" view of the relation between individuals and the social
structure. The social structure has been conceived as prior to and
determinative of individual level behavior. In simplest form this
basic conception holds that the social structure, the collectivity,
creates concrete individuals (or "natural" persons as Coleman, 1974b,
puts it) with their complex combinations of skills, values, lifeways
and behaviors. Clearly this conception runs the risk of conceiving
of individuals as completely socialized, completely socially determined. Wrong (1961) long ago pointed this out, though more to argue
for the inclusion in sociological theory of a biological-psychological
determinism than to argue for non-deterministic element. Such a
program has recently received renewed attention (e.g. Tarter, 1973;
Van den Berghe, 1974).
This conceptual basis, which I have termed
(following Coleman, 1974b) the "descending" view is similar to the
"normative paradigm" discussed by Wilson (1970).
This basic sociological conception has never been completely
dominant as the continued vitality of symbolic interactionism and the
"interpretative paradigm" (Wilson, 1970) attests. Symbolic inter-

actionism and other interpretative perspectives reflect, to a certain
extent and often only implicitly, an "ascending" view of the relation
between individuals and social structure. Symbolic interactionism and
other interpretative perspectives hold that human behavior, in any
situation, cannot be accounted for except through the meanings that
the participants give a situation. Such accounts may utilize classification schemes and be related to deductive theoretical statements.
The account or explanation, must be built upon the meanings, the interpretations, that the situation has for the human beings involved. Thus,
interpretative perspectives imply that human behavior is not entirely
determined, and that institutions (the social structure) are based upon
and continually re-created and modified by the behavior of numberous
concrete individuals. As far as I have been able to determine the
interpretative perspectives in sociology do not work out or explicitly
address the intellectual and social theoretical consequences of the
"ascending" view. Those consequences are more clearly and more fully
expressed in moral-political philosophy, and it is to the moralpolitical philosophy of Rawls (1971) and Coleman (1974a; 1974b) that
I now turn.
Coleman's book, Power and the Structure of Society (1974b), which
preceeded his review essay (Coleman, 1974a) on Rawls (1971), is an
analysis of the social structural consequences of the emergence of
those new persons before the law, corporate actors (e.g. business corporations, goverrnent agencies, voluntary organizations). After tracing
the emergence and legal recognition of corporate persons, Coleman (1974b)
presents his chief thesis: That, at least in Western societies,
corporate actors exist separately from natural persons and have usurped
more and more of the power available in society with damaging psychological consequences for natural persons (see also, Coleman, 1973). In
effect, Coleman is offering a new dichotomous conception of social
structure, in place of bourgeoisie/working class or elite/mass we have
natural/corporate persons. This distinction is offered as fundamental
and capable of organizing and guiding research on the social structure
of modern society. Coleman 1974b) also offers some proposals whereby
natural persons may gain restitution from corporate persons and some
advice on learning to live with corporate persons. The book contains
a number of useful points, though I think it dangerously close to
reifying corporate persons and overemphasizes the notion that the
fundamental social division is between corporate persons and natural
While clearly in the realm of moral-political philosophy,
persons.
in the book (1974b) Coleman does not explicitly connect his views to
the moral-political philosophy tradition.
Coleman does connect his views to traditional moral-political
philosophy in his review essay (1974a) on Rawls. In that review
Coleman contrasts Rawl's (1971) two principles of justice with the

7

Briefly the two principles are: (1) "Each person is to have an
equal right to the most extensive total system of equal basic liberties
(2) "Social and
compatible with a similar system of liberty for all."
economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are both: (a) to
the greatest benefit of the least advantaged, consistent with the just
savings principle, and (b) attached to offices and positions open to all
under conditions of fair equality of opportunity." (Rawls: 1971:302)
Of the two, the first principle is prior.
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results of sociological research on educational inequality and with
Parsonian social theory. On the bases of these contrasts Coleman concludes that the principles, but especially the conceptual basis, the
starting point of the theory must be modified. As Coleman (1974a) sees
it, there are two basic conceptual bases for moral-political philosophy
and the theory of social welfare: utilitarianism (Smith, Bentham) and
social contract theory (Hobbes, Rousseau). Rawls theory is based upon
the social contract view as is Coleman's modification. The principles
of justice are, for Rawls, the "basic clauses" of the social contract
that individuals would choose in an "original position" (where all are
ignorant of what social position and possessions that will eventually
have).
As Coleman (1974a: 746) correctly notes the content of the
social contract does not necessarily follow from the original position.
While plausible, it is an apriori psychological assumption. Coleman
goes on to suggest that this assumption could be subjected to empirical
test. I think not. Any empirical test would have to be conducted with
real, already socialized individuals and not with imaginary individuals
in an imaginary original position. At any rate there could be no
clear-cut, unambiguous empirical test of the assumption.
For both logical and sociological reasons, Coleman concludes that
Rawls starting point must be modified. Coleman does not reject the
social contract notion.
Instead he argues that, rather than positing
a single social contract, we should conceive of individuals as establishing, through the rational investment of individually created
resources, multiple social contracts. This is an important modification
for it connects the social contract and utilitarian schools of thought,
retaining what seem to be the most reasonable and desirable aspects of
each--the ability to account for the creation of "independent" and
powerful "corporate persons" (including the state) from the social
contract viewpoint and the emphasis on choice, rational self-interest
and individual rights from the utilitarian viewpoint. That this
modification reinforces and restates the pluralist conception of society
is recognized by Coleman (1974a: 760).
Though Coleman seems to assume
that pluralism is an accurate description of the contemporary structure
of U.S. society, there is a good deal of theoretical work (e.g. Gamson,
1968; Bachrach, 1967; and Pateman, 1970) and empirical evidence (e.g.
Hamilton, 1972) that raises very serious questions about the validity
8
of pluralis6 theory. That Coleman's developing moral-political theory
can be used to further justify and legitimize capitalism and unrepresentative democracy (see Gamson, 1968) is also obvious and objectionable.

8

As Coleman notes in the review essay, the details of his moralpolitical ("Normative") position is not presented there, though it will,
apparently, be published in some form soon.
91 am not suggesting that this is Coleman's intent, but only that,
regardless of his intentions, others may so use it.
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It is objectionable because social contract, as well as utilitarian,
theories are based upon the "ascending" conception of social structure.
In particular, both the social contract and utilitarian theories conceive of rights and resources as inhering in individuals. Both the
social contract and utilitarian theories developed in a period when the
"divine right" of monarchs and other totalitarian "descending" concepts
of social structure were being challenged. As such they are important
and valuable ideational elements in the historical development of civil
liberties. What is objectionable about these "ascending" conceptions
of social structure is that they assume that individuals in some
"natural state" (which cannot be observed, which can only be imagined)
are "naturally" (i.e. without having been influenced by anything other
than their biological-genetic endowment and physical environment)
egotistical, entirely and narrowly self-interested, but rational, knowing
what they want and stopping at nothing to effectively and efficiently
obtain it. No one today would claim that the "natural state" ever
existed empirically, and all recognize the Hobbesian question and its
assumptions as "fictions". In the face of anthropological and sociological evidence that individuals do not exist independently and prior
to a social system, the perpetuation of these fictions--fictions which
unreasonably justify inequalities--is objectionable. Thus, any attempt
to base a general theory of social welfare solely on analytical
individualism, on the "ascending" conception of the relation between
individuals and social structure, must be rejected.
Does this imply, then, that we must adopt the "descending" conception? What are the welfare theory implications of a decision to
put the collectivity prior to real individuals, to conceive of rights,
resources, and achievements as inhering not in discrete individuals
but in social relations, in a collectivity? Perhaps thel5 asiest way
to answer these questions is to consider Marxist theory,
where the
implications are clearly discernible. In capitalist societies the
knowledge, beliefs, interests and behavior of individuals are seen as
an expression of class interests derived from (determined by) an
individual's social structural relation to the means of production.
In the struggle to overthrow capitalism the welfare of real individuals
is secondary to the "welfare" (politicization, revolutionary potential,
etc.) of the working class as a social entity, a corporate actor,
itself. In capitalist societies individuals, due to the mode and
relationship producttion, are alienated, estranged from themselves. In
the struggle to overthrow capitalism individuals must be and are subordinated (alienated) to the interest of the party or movement. Of
course, this is inevitable, necessary and justified by the notion that
only when and after a pure communistic society is established, where
classes and the state have disappeared, can individuals be truly free
and full, and authentic individuality realized.
Be that as it may, in
those societies where capitalism has been overturned and a "dictatorship
of the proletariat" established, as a necessary transition to the pure

1Of course, there is no such thing as "marxist theory," only
several varieties. My interest here is not in the details of the complicated labyrinth of Marxist theory, but in the basic and broadly
shared starting point.
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communistic society, most real individuals continue to be subordinated
to the interests, the welfare, of the collectivity.
All of this flows fromland is reasonable, given the basic conceptions of Marxist theory.
Without addressing the question of the
adequacy of the Marxist structural categories and the analysis of the
dynamics of social change, is the basic premise, the "descending"
conception of the relation between individuals and social structure
viable? In a word, no. The "descending" conception must be rejected
for the reasons advanced earlier in the discussion of the "crisis of
realitivization."
Any "descending" conception, whether that of academic
sociology or Marxism, faces a "platform" problem.
If it is true that
human actions and the meanings that human beings give to those actions
are determined by social structural "laws," then how--what platform
is available?--can it be that those human actions and meanings called
social science or Marxism are any different? Either one must assume
some variant of the "free-floating intellectual" notion, or one must
assume that the "methods" of social science (whether of the "bourgeois"
or Marxist type is immaterial) are fundamentally different than the
methods (to knowledge) of ordinary people. Neither assumption can be
substantiated for lack of a platform.
If a general theory of social welfare cannot legitimately be based
on either an "ascending" analytical individualism or the "descending"
priority of the collectivity, what remains as a starting point?
Since
the only two alternatives must be rejected, it is time to justifiably
assume, as Fromm (1941; 1955; 1965) has long urged, that humanity
occupies an unique place in nature (inclduing society).
We are both
part of nature, and thus subject to the "laws of nature," and we are
(potentially and variably) aware, through reason, of this.
This conception implies that social "laws," social relations, can be "changed"
as a consequence of awareness and reason. No doublt the structure of
society, and one's place W 2 that structure, differentially limits, and
to that extent determines,
an individual's opportunities for developing
and exercising reason. To recognize that behavior has antecedents and
is limited by a variety of social forces, is not the same thing, and
does not entail, the assertion that all behavior is ultimately caused
by social forces and events.
It is not that some behavior is random
or non-determined. Rather, sometimes individuals are their "own causes."
That is, individual beliefs and behaviors can be due to reasons
(intellectually determined) rather than to motives, reinforcement hisstories, internalized role expectations and social positions. This

11

The same basic implications, though employing
different structural categories and terms, could be derived from any other theory based
on "descending" conception of the relation between individuals and
social structure.
12Under
this conception the notion of selective determinism
becomes
logically meaningful. As Hollander (1973) argues, selective determinism
is inconsistent with a sociology founded exclusively on the "descending"
conception.
His argument also clearly, though unintentionally, demonstrates the crisis of the social sciences and the necessity of bringing
reason back in.
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conception retains the possibility of choice and creativity in social
behavior (which if we but look are evident), but drops the assumption
(common to "ascending" conceptions) that such choice and creativity is
necessarily based on narrow self-interest, and the resulting implication
that existing social institutions in capitalist societies, by controlling
and channeling this anti-social self-interest, are, on balance, the best
thing for everybody.
If we accept, as I believe we must, this voluntaristic and humanistic conceptual starting point, three broad implications for a general
theory of social welfare can be noted. First, what place does social
welfare, in the narrower sense, have? Many, no doubt, are amazed and
indignant that so must time, thought and paper have been given to
philosophical and abstract theoretical concerns when social welfare is
under increasing attack and when the welfare of many has been even
further degraded.
Though this paper has not been addressed to these
real and immediate problems, the analysis presented here does have
three fairly specific implications for social welfare, in the narrower
sense. The least important of these is that the conceptual starting
point proposed here in no way obviates the need for social welfare
efforts in the narrower sense. The conceptual basis proposed here
recognizes that large numbers of people are systematically put (or
kept) in oppressive socio-economic circumstances as a consequence of
the social structure of industrial capitalism. The conceptual basis
proposed here is consistent with efforts to strengthen and increase
the benefits derived from traditional social welfare programs. A
second, and more important, implication, of this voluntaristic-humanistic conception is that it provides a rationale, an intellectual
rationale, that justifies efforts to strengthen traditional welfare
programs and create new ones. This justification derives from the
claim that traditinal welfare programs must first provide for a minimum
standard of living and then, on that basis, provide opportunities for
those whose lives are, compared to others, highly and oppressively
determined to really exercise choice and reason. Finally this conception implies that social welfare, conceived as based on the opportunity for choice, for being one's own cause, must be seen as both a
characteristic of the collectivity and of individuals, and not something
that applies only to an aggregation of individuals at the bottom of the
present stratification system.
Closely following that narrower implication, the second broad
implication of this starting point concerns the conception and measurement of social welfare. As Gross and Straussman (1974) argue the "social
indicators movement," which began as an alternative to, and challenged,
the exclusive reliance of governmental policymakers on economic concepts
and data, has, by and large, become highly "economistic." Present
economic and "social" indicators (see, for example, Social Indicators,
1973, Executive Office of The President: Office of Management and
Budget, 1973), based primarily on data aggregated across individuals,
measures levels, and to some extent the distribution, of such social
Such data
system "outputs" as income, health, education and crime.
are important, but they are incomplete. A voluntaristic-humanistic
theory of social welfare would also look to the extent and distribution
of opportunities for choice and creativity which, at the least, are
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consistent with (and at best strengthen or create) such opportunities
for others.
Clearly must remains to be done, both on conceptual and measurement levels in further developing this conceptual basis into a general
theory of social welfare. By way of the third and final broad implication, let me note that recent theoretical work on industrial and
participatory democracy (e.g., Pateman, 1970, 1975; Garson and Smith,
1975), which deals with the same fundamental problem addressed here,
clearly points the directions in which a general theory of social
welfare must go. While the argument presented here reinforces and
strengthens the conceptual foundation of the case for participatory
democracy, work in that tradition provides both an immediate and
relatively concrete "program" as well as a set of concepts and empirical
methods for developing the voluntaristic-humanistic conceptual foundation of the general theory of social welfare.
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EVALUATION RESEARCH:
SOME POSSIBLE CONTEXTS OF THEORY FAILURE

Pranab Chatterjee
Lenore Olsen
Thomas P. Holland
Case Western Reserve University

What can evaluation research tell us about social science theory? It is the
purpose of this paper to examine that question. There has been much written in the
current literature about the relationship between theory and practice.
71-89; Newbrough, 1966:
Because it is evaluation research (Breedlove, 1972:
37-45; Fitz43-48; Suchman, 1967; Weiss, 1973:
39-52; Suchman, 1971:
Gibbons and Morris, 1975: 1-4) that attempts to analyze the results of practice,
it is the authors' belief that an examination of evaluation research studies for
possible contexts of theory failure will contribute to a linkage between theory
and practice. In explaining the role of evaluation research in the advancement
170) states:
of basic knowledge, Suchman (1967:
Action programs in any professional field should be based upon the
best available scientific knowledge and theory of that field. As
such, evaluations of the success or failure of these programs are
intimately tied into the proof or disproof of such knowledge.
285) remarks that "evaluation...
In a similar vein, Marc Fried (1968:
should be a source of theoretical change." Fitz-Gibbons and Morris (1975: 1-4)
emphasize the importance of evaluation studies in which the selection of program
features to evaluate is "determined by an explicit conceptualization of the
program in terms of a theory which attempts to explain how the program produces
the desired effects."
Suchman (1971:

47)

has developed the following research model for evaluation.

Independent
Variable

Intervening
Variable

Dependent
Variable

Activity

Causal
Process

Desired
Effect

Theory
Failure

Program
Failure

An earlier version of this paper was presented before the Society for the
Study of Social Problems in San Francisco, California, on August 23, 1975.
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According to this model, it is evaluation research which "tests the ability of
a program to affect the intervening causal process."
It is not the purpose of
evaluation research to test "the validity of the causal process as a determinant
of the desired effect."
(Suchman, 1971:
47) But if a program has not influenced
the causal process, it is not enough to say that this was program failure and
to leave it at that. If a program has not influenced the causal process as
expected, this provides us with a basis for questioning the theoretical basis of
the program. As Suchman (1971: 46) said:
There must be some theoretical basis for linking the program to the
original objectives. The question "Does it work?" presupposes some
rationale as to why one might expect it to work. In this sense,
evaluative research may be viewed as a form of social experiment.
Carol Weiss (1972:
128) carries this idea of the social experiment one step
further in saying that if "we take evaluation results seriously, we will have
to embark on more fundamental social experimentation."
Campbell (1971: 233)
presents a similar perspective on social experimentation:
The United States and other nations should be ready for an
experimental approach to social reform, an approach in which we
try out new programs designed to cure specific social problems,
in which we learn whether or not these programs are effective,
and in which we retain, initiate, modify, or discard them on the
basis of apparent effectiveness on the multiple imperfect criteria
available.
However, these reforms, or social experiments, will not be able to provide opportunity for the expansion and utilization of social knowledge, unless evaluation
research is able to adapt existing models of social research to field studies
of action programs. Campbell and Stanley (1963) have recognized this need, and
in order to extend the logic of the laboratory into the field, have evaluated a
series of experimental and quasi-experimental designs in terms of threats to
their experimental validity. These quasi-experimental designs are modifications
of the classic experimental designs, the use of which will be evident in the
studies reported in this paper. Turning now to areas of social programming for
examination of possible contexts of theory failure, attention will be focused
to the fields of community mental health; education; capital development; and
delinquency.
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
The Community Mental Health Centers Construction Act was passed in 1963
to provide funds for the construction of facilities to provide mental health
services in local communities. This legislation was passed in order that
comprehensive and related services could be provided which would "result in high
quality care, and in a continuity of care, for each individual."
(Yolles, 1968:
282) As Connery (1968: 479) explains:
The advocates of the community approach strongly implied that such
centers would enable the detection and successful treatment in
their own communities of large numbers of persons who otherwise
would wind up in the mental hospitals.

However, when we are not certain about the etiology of mental illness, we cannot
be completely certain about programming to deal with that problem, and as Newbrough
has stated, "there is no specific theory about mental illness which overrides all
others." (Newbrough, 1966: 10) The analysis of the studies reported in this
paper will examine the assumption that services delivered in a community mental
health context make it possible for each individual to receive mental health
services in a comprehensive and coordinated system of care, and that such services
result in successful treatment of large numbers who otherwise would have been
hospitalized. But before moving into these studies, several theories regarding
mental illness, as well as several ideological statements, will be briefly reviewed.
Ideological statements are included because, as Price (1972: 5) has cautioned,
"what passes for theory in the study of abnormal behavior is often mixed with
large doses of ideology." This brief review will be undertaken to provide a
framework for examination of existing policies and programs. As Carol Weiss (1973:
45) has said:
Pivotal contributions are needed.
in applying the knowledge,
theory, and experience that exist to the formulation of policy...
this effort will lead us to think in new categories and suggest
different orders of intervention.
Following Price's scheme (1972), mental health theories may be viewed on
four levels of analysis: biological, intrapsychic, interpersonal, and social.
The biological level of analysis refers to organic disorders - those "physiological
and genetic events occurring within one person." (Price, 1972: 191). This is
essentially an illness perspective, around which there has been much controversy.
The quarrel arises when functional disorders, which have no organic basis, come to
be considered illness. Writers such as Szasz (1961) maintain that mental illness
is a myth, that in fact, mental diseases do not exist in the way do bodily diseases.
However, as Price reminds us, the illness model is the single most common view
of abnormal behavior. The other level of analyses are also influenced by the
"illness" perspective.
The intrapersonal level of analysis includes the psychoanalytic, the moral, and the humanistic views of behavior.
The interpersonal
level of analysis contains primarily the moral, humanistic, learning, and social
perspectives of behavior.
The social level contains primarily the learning and
social perspectives of behavior. However, as Price describes the social
perspective, mental illness is defined as deviance and as norm violation, rather
than a normal reaction to an unhealthy environment. To use Ryan's terminology,
(1971) it is exceptionalistically defined rather than universalistically defined.
Although this social perspective may leave a great deal of room for a psychiatrist
to attempt to readjust his client to normal role behavior, this is the one
perspective from which Price poses institutional reform as the means of therapeutic intervention. The other perspectives all require the interaction of the
client with the psychiatrist.
There are additional theories which can provide us with social and
institutional explanations for emotional disorder. Hollingshead and Redlich (1968)
hypothesized that those who are trapped by rigid class lines are more susceptible
to survival stress than those in the middle and upper classes. Ryan (1971: 153)
is another spokesman for this relationship between psychiatric disorder and low
socio-economic status. He theorizes that the elimination of stresses and
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the opportunity for the poor to influence their environment may have far more
impact upon their mental health problems "than arcane expeditions searching for
the long-lost blueprint to the psychic plumbing hidden behind the walls."
Bastide,
(1972) a French sociologist, posed the theory that mental illness results from
lack of social integration. It is his opinion that the breakdown of traditional
family roles and the lack of interaction with significant others may be primarily
responsible for instances of emotional disturbance.
Where does the ideology of community mental health fit into this array of
theory which has been presented? Connery (1968: 480) has described several points
of consensus in the community mental health movement of which one is that mental
illness is basically a medical problem and as such, falls within the domain of
medicine. This is supportive of Price's contention (1972: 62) that "our major
social and governmental institutions concerned with the problem of abnormal behavior
identify themselves in ways which suggest that they are concerned with problems of
health and illness." Lawrence Kolb, (1972:
217) in discussing the issue of
radicalism in community mental health, states his view that it is a mistake to
move away from the medical model. On the other hand, there are professionals
involved in this movement who think that clinging to the medical model is a mistake.
(Albee, 1972; Ryan, 1971; Ryan, 1969; Szasz, 1961) For example, George Albee
(1972: 218) holds the opinion that the sickness model should be replaced by a
social learning model, which attributes the majority of emotional disturbance to a
dehumanized environment. There is obviously little agreement among professionals
regarding which theory or which policy is the most correct for dealing with the
problem of mental health, or even which problems should be thought of as mental
illness. It will be the purpose of the following section of the paper to examine
the results of several evaluative studies in the field of community mental
health for what light they may shed on this theoretical controversy.
Although not an evaluative study in the strict sense, the results of the
survey conducted by William Ryan (1969:
21) of mental health services in Boston
have implications for the community mental health movement which need to be examined.
Boston has one of the highest concentrations of psychiatric facilities and mental
health professionals in the country. The primary objective of the community
mental health legislation was to establish enough facilities that everyone needing
care could receive it in their own communities. Thus, it is important to examine
just what does happen when psychiatric facilities are abundant.
Data compiled regarding the identification of mentally ill in Boston were
taken from estimates rather than actual counts. It was Ryan's opinion that this
did not jeopardize the validity of the study. Of every 1000 Bostonians, 150
were helped in mental health settings, 5 in mental hospitals, 4 in mental health
clinics, and I in a psychiatrist's office. Of the 4 accepted for treatment in
mental health clinics, 8 or 9 will have applied for treatment, and only 2 of the
4 will stay in treatment more than a few weeks. Of the other 140 out of the 150
identified as being emotionally disturbed, 2 out of every 5 will be seen either
by physicians, or by workers in casework agencies and settlement houses, and the
clergy. This means that approximately one-third of those identified as needing
help will not receive any assistance. Ryan assumes that of the 150 identified
there may be half again as many not identified and not receiving service.
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The next study to be discussed is that of a coordinated community aftercare program (Northcutt, 1969). This coordinated after-care program was
developed because professionals in this metropolitan Florida county thought that
a broad service program should be available to patients returning from state
mental hospitals, and that such a program would avoid duplication of effort.
Recognizing that rehabilitation of patients if often not attained, members of
thirty-three organizations and agencies participated in developing this program
which was an attempt to facilitate post-hospital adjustment. The stated
hypothesis of the program was that:
A program designed to coordinate services to returning mental
health patients is more effective in facilitating posthospital
adjustment than is a community program in which there is no designated
coordinating service for this purpose. (Northcutt, 1969: 472)
In order to evaluate this program, a plan was developed in which the
posthospital adjustment of patients returning to the county with a coordinated
after-care programs would be compared to that of patients returning to a control
county which had no individual or agency to coordinate services for patients
recently discharged from state mental hospitals. The two counties were similar
in population characteristics, economic structure, and mental health resources.
The program operated for two years before the evaluation was conducted. Following
this two-year period, all patients returning to the community, in both the
experimental and control counties, were seen by trained interviewers, following
a structured interviewing schedule.
Comparison of services to patients revealed the following:

Control
Group

Experimental
Group

Percentage receiving services
from community agencies

91.7%

71.9%

Percentage having their first
contact with a community service
within one month of leaving hospital

81.3%

36.3%

Number of agency-patient contacts
initiated by a community agency

higher

lower
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In addition, there were no significant differences between the two groups on
patient reaction to services, number of visits to
the following measures:
physicians and outpatient clinics, use of or source of recommended medicine.
The study further showed that 46.9% of the experimental patients returned to
the hospital whereas only 38.5% of the control patients were readmitted.
What can this study tell us about the policy of providing coordinated
mental health services to all individuals requiring these services? James
43) has defined the principle of continuity of care as services
Kelley (1966:
If this
which are "successive and administered with a minimum of delay."
definition is followed, the goals of comprehensive care and continuity of care
were not realized. This study illustrates that mere establishment of a
mechanism for coordination of mental health services is no guarantee that
It is possible that the referral
persons needing service will receive it.
process may have broken down because of factors such as Ryan discusses. It is
likely that the needs of these patients were not being adequately addressed by
this program.
Let us examine the results of this study from a theoretical perspective.
Bastide (1972) has postulated that mental illness may be the result of social
disintegration. Others have said that emotional disturbance may be due more
to the inequities of the existing social structure than to individual failing.
Maslow's concept of self-actualization has been interpreted to focus on the
"institutions, organizations, and conditions in the community which block
Results of this
8-9)
(Blum, 1971:
opportunity for self-actualization."
study lend support to theories which state that if mental illness is to be
dealt with effectively, then sociostructural changes may need to be made and
intensive supportive services may need to be offered to every individual
171) addresses this issue of attending to the basic
needing them. Kahn (1969:

life needs:
• . .community psychiatry and general social services should be
suspect if they offer interpersonal help and intrapsychic counseling
in a context in which the basic life needs and services are
lacking: jobs, income security programs, housing, health facilities,
job counseling, information, day care, homemakers, education.
It may well be that the policy of coordinating mental health services so that
all needing them may receive these services has not been implemented in such
the supportive services necessary.
a fashion as to provide all
The next to be discussed focuses upon the prevention of hospitalization in
This study was initiated to test the
375-388).
(Davis, 1972:
schizophrenia.
hypothesis that:
The professional and psychiatric facilities needed for patient
care could be reduced by reliance on socio-supportive home care
and a supervised drug regime.
Patients were randomly selected from newly hospitalized patients and were
assigned with 40% in a home care group placed on drugs, 30% in a home care group
placed on placebos, and 30% in a control group treated in the usual manner
by the course of state hospital care. A public health nurse was assigned to each
patient in the home care groups. The nurses made weekly visits the first three
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months, semi-monthly visits the second six months, and monthly visits after this
six month period. The nurses left medication prescribed for the patients and
wrote status reports on the patients. The instruments employed in measuring
patient progress included: psychiatric inventories (LORR, IMPS), a social
problem checklist, a domestic performance scale, and a social participation
index. Results of this original study, after a 2 1/2 year period, indicated
that 77% of the home care group placed on drugs had remained in the community,
whereas 66% of the home care group receiving placebos had been rehospitalized.
Most failures in these two groups occurred during the first six months. Most
improvements in performance also occurred during the first six months of the
study. After that, there was little, if any, improvement in functioning. The
hospitalized control group failed more often at termination of care than did
the home care groups. Test instruments indicated that the home care groups
were functioning as well as or better than the hospital control group.
The original study was completed after a 2 1/2 year period. A follow-up
study was initiated to test the long-range effects of the experiments, covering
the years 1964-1969. At the end of this five-year period results indicated
that the positive effects of home-care treatment had eroded. The results
showed no statistically significant differences in any of the three groups in
the number of rehospitalizations, or the percentages of each group rehospitalized,
although the placebo group did spend more time in the hospital once the public
health nursing care was withdrawn. Nor were there significant differences
between the groups in the extent of clinic care received during the follow-up
period, on the psychiatric status scores, on the social problems checklist; on
vocational performance, or on the mean total scores of the domestic performance
scale. The better functioning and experience of the home treatment drug
group had eroded; the drug group showed an increased impairment after the study,
where the placebo group improved once they were able to receive medicine;
domestic performance deteriorated for all three groups. Those who failed
had a tendency to fit into the following profile: they were less likely to be
married, were more likely to be of low status, were more likely to be women or
black, were likely to be sicker and more problematic, and were less likely to
be viewed as cooperative by outpatient clinic staff.
What are some of the implications of this study? The original hypothesis
was shown to be true - if socio-supportive care and a supervised drug regimen
can be offered to emotionally disturbed persons, then care in psychiatric
facilities may not be necessary. However, the crux of the matter is that
this care was available only on a short-term experimental basis. Once these
supportive services were withdrawn, and patients had to rely on outpatient
psychiatric facilities for care, their improvement deteriorated. As the authors
of this study explain:
Psychiatric clinics. . .operate on the assumption that patients are
rational, responsible, and interested in improving their health
status. This model simply does not apply for most disordered,
disoriented, or psychotic patients. . .If clinics are to play a
major role in providing community care for schizophrenic patients,
the laissez-faire model and its assumptions will have to be replaced
by an aggressive delivery system designed to deal with chronic,
marginal patients. (Davis, 1972: 386)
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Thus a policy which states that psychiatric facilities must be made available
to everyone, in order that all persons needing care receive it, does not go
far enough. This study lends support to the belief that there must be a major
restructuring of the mental health delivery system.
What can this study reveal to us about theories of mental illness?
It clearly shows that mental health services structured around a traditional
image of the sick person seeking psychiatric care does not hold in the case
of many emotionally disabled persons. As Ryan's study showed, persons who are
not able to articulate their needs, or whose problems are the result of a disordered social pattern, either never seek care, or are rejected for treatment.
This study lends support to Bastide's theory of social disintegration which
states that persons who are isolated or who are the victims of the breakdown
of traditional roles are more likely to be mentally ill than those who have
not been affected by a lack of social integration. As this study showed,
those who are rehospitalized were more likely to be of low status and less
likely to be married, groups which tend to reflect social disintegration.
These results are consistent with Hollingshead and Redlich's findings that
persons of low social class were more likely to be hospitalized in public
institutions than those of higher social class. These persons are more
susceptible to survival stresses and are most in need of intensive sociosupportive services.
A final mental health issue is that of drop-outs from treatment.
outs are a serious problem, and present a severe challenge to the goal
community mental health to provide comprehensive care and a continuity
for all needing that care. Three studies will be examined in relation
problem.

Dropof
of care
to this

The first is an evaluation of a social rehabilitation program for recently
released psychiatric patients.
(Wolkon, 1971:
312-322) Of 333 patients
being discharged from mental hospitals in the study area, 225 refused to
participate in the program and 108 accepted.
Those attending 10 times or less
were more likely to be rehospitalized than those attending 50 times or more.
A full
50% of the patients left
the program against professional staff advice,
and were more likely to be rehospitalized and to spend more time in the hospital
than those who were terminated as maximum benefit. Another 30% were rehospitalized directly from the program, with only 20% terminated as maximum benefit.
Of this 20%, it was not certain whether the better outcome could be attributed
to the program per se, the characteristics of the clients, or an interaction
between the two. Thus, for the majority of persons who did agree initially
to participate in this program, the services offered did not appear to
facilitate readjustment in the community. This raises the real probability
that programs such as these may not be able to provide the necessary services
this population requires, and that one reason may be that they do not have
the resources with which to do so. A similar problem also arises as to how
programs are to provide help for those who need it but will not accept it. It
may be concluded that these two problems and their solutions are inter-related.
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Another study of continuity of care into the community raises similar
concerns.
(Kline and King, 1973:
354-359) Of 312 patients referred to a
community based social rehabilitation center from three state supported
psychiatric hospitals, 204 did not follow through on the referral.
In-hospital
staff made the referrals; patients were chosen by their need for these services
rather than by their motivation for such service. The implication of this
study, like the previous one, is that there are serious problems in the
implementation of continuity of care. Here again, programs were not able to
provide the kinds of care the community mental health movement set out to
provide.
The third study is an analysis of treatment drop-outs from a community
mental health center.
(Wolkon, 1970:
215-220) Among 928 discharges from this
center, 34% left without staff approval. Data for the study were generated by
three forms in the center's record system:
the Admission form, providing
variables representing demographic and background information; the Social
History form, providing variables representing the patient's interaction with
their environment; and the Mental Status form, providing variables describing
the patients' internal states and symptomologies. Thirty-nine variables showed
significant differences between the drop-out and comparison groups. These
differences included the following: drop-outs were rated as more impaired
and as more dangerous to self, were younger and more recently married, had
recently had more jobs, showed more anger and movement against people, had
poorer adjustment ratings and were given poorer long-range prognosis, had
less educational success, were rated as less likely to require custodial care,
had more comfort and dependency problems, and more of them had come from
broken homes than in the comparison group which had been discharged with
staff approval. The authors suggest that because these patients were the
most difficult and frustrating to work with, they may in fact have been pushed
out or eased out of treatment. This suggestion is consistent with Ryan's
findings that many who applied for treatment in Boston's outpatient facilities
were in fact rejected for treatment.
As with the previous studies, these findings regarding treatment dropouts indicate that there are vast numbers of persons in need of intensive
service, including social-supportive services. Theories of emotional disturbance which are illness oriented offer a restrictive view of service, and
may be a major cause of persons such as these falling by the wayside. Albee,
also, has noted the role of community mental health centers in perpetuation

of the illness model.

Price has made a similar statement to the effect that

our institutions concerned with the problems of emotional disturbance focus
primarily on problems of health and illness. In light of these findings, this
focus is cause for great concern.

EDUCATION
Let us now turn to the field of education and examine how some theories
fared under evaluative studies. During the 1960's compensatory educational
programs were developed for young children which were designed to break the
cycle of poverty, poor education, poor jobs, poverty. The evaluation of these
Head Start programs indicated, however, that there were no significant gains
in achievement test results between those children who had attended compensatory education programs and those who had not. The premise of Head Start
had been stated as follows:
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(that the) children of the poor might be helped by early,
2)
pre-school, educational intervention. (Ball, 1970:
Following the line of thinking developed in Edward Suchman's model, the
question may be asked: was this failure the result of unsuccessful programming
It is probably that in
or was the failure the result of a faulty theory?
addition to the Head Start program not successfully intervening in the causal
process to bring about the desired effect, the assumptions upon which Head
Start was based were not correctly linked to the desired effect. It may very
well be that early educational intervention will not result in increased
educational achievement. It may also be, as Christopher Jencks (1972) suggests,
that early childhood intervention is a moot point, for educational achievement
is not significantly related to later income success. We will examine below
two theorists' arguments for the development of alternative theories regarding
educational achievement and educational programming.
Arthur Jensen (1969) opens his treatise on I.Q. and scholastic achievement
by suggesting that the premises on which recent compensatory education efforts
to produce lasting effects on children's I.Q. and scholastic achievement should
be re-examined. He questions the notion that I.Q. differences are primarily
the result of environmental differences and the cultural bias of I.Q. tests,
and poses the alternative theory that genetic factors are more important than
environmental factors in the determination of I.Q. The concept of hereditability,
or the extent of variance in measurement due to genetic factors is central to
his theory. According to Jensen, the fact that hereditability estimates based
on I.Q. differ quite significantly from zero is evidence that genetic factors
play a part in individual differences in I.Q.
Jensen cites several studies to support his conclusions, among them the
Burt study of twins who were separated either at birth or within the first
six months of life. From these studies of identical twins reared apart and
from studies of foster parents versus natural parents, Jensen (1969: 52)
concludes that:
Children separated from their true parents shortly after birth
and reared in adoptive homes show almost the same degree of
correlation with the intelligence of their biological parents
as do children who are reared by their own parents.
These finds tend to discount the importance of environmental influences upon
I.Q. However, Jensen qualifies his remarks by stating that the hereditability
of measures of scholastic achievement is usually much less than the hereditability of intelligence. He cites data from the National Merit Scholarship
Corporation which lead him to believe that there are strong family influences
(environmental) that tend to "reduce variance in scholastic performance among
He also found that
59).
siblings reared in the same family" (Jensen, 1969:
unrelated children who are reared together are much more alike in scholastic
performance than they are in I.Q.
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It is Jensen's opinion (1969: 59) that these findings suggest:
• . .that if compensatory education programs are to have a
beneficial effect on achievement, it will be through the
influence on motivation, values, and other environmentally
conditioned habits that play an important part in scholastic
performance, rather than through any marked direct influence on
intelligence per se. The proper evaluation of such programs should
therefore be sought in their effects on actual scholastic performance
other than i.e., how much they raise the child's I.Q.
Jensen concludes that in terms of I.Q. gains, the payoff of compensatory education programs is small. It is his opinion that when instructional techniques
are intensive and highly focused, greater gains are possible in scholastic
performance. As an alternative, he suggests that educators should concern
themselves with the teaching of basic skills directly rather than with attempting to boost overall cognitive development. Jensen suggests that there ought
to be a diversity of educational approaches aimed toward each child's individual
abilities. He also suggests that instead of attempting to raise the I.Q. of
the population as a whole, a far more important goal is to provide educational
and occupational opportunities for the disadvantaged sector. It is this point
of equal educational opportunity from which Christopher Jencks develops his
thoughts.
Christopher Jencks' treatment of inequality (1972:
221) poses the central
argument that the equalization of educational opportunity will do little to
resolve social and economic inequities. In other words, educational reform
cannot break the cycle of poverty, poor education, poor jobs, poverty which
compensatory education programs have been designed to break. It is Jencks'
opinion that the entire debate regarding genetic versus environmental factors
is also pointless, for economic success, as he demonstrates, depends on factors
other than I.Q. scores. The non-cognitive effects of schooling are far more
important than the cognitive effects.
In examining occupational inequality, Jencks (1972: 180) found the
following differences between persons of high and low occupational status:
Differences in I.Q. genotype explains 5 to 10 percent of this gap.
Differences in their cognitive skills due to their home environment
account for another 10 to 20 percent. Differences in educational
attainment that have nothing to do with cognitive skills account for
40 to 50 percent. . .about 35 percent of the gap has nothing to do
with neither education or cognitive skills.
He also found little support for any relationships between grades and occupational success, genetic influence on I.Q. and occupational success, and
family background and occupational success. However, educational attainment
in and of itself, regardless of cognitive skill, is strongly related to occupational success. But while this is true, Jencks (1972: 191) also states
that there are "enormous status differences among people with the same amount
of education." The only viable solution for the elimination of occupational
inequality which Jencks sees is a less competitive economy.
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Jencks draws similar conclusions about educational opportunity and income
equality. After examining the relationships between income distribution and
family background, cognitive skill, educational attainment, and occupational
status, he concludes that none of these factors are significant explanations
of income inequality. If we are to equalize incomes, Jensen concludes, we
must do so directly, rather than attempting to equalize something else with
the hope that this will redistribute income. Mosteller and Moynihan (1972:
49-50) draw similar conclusions after estimating that the average cost per
child per year in a Head Start program is about $1600:
This raises the question whether a social strategy designed
to increase the income of lower class families by raising
occupational levels or wage rates, by tax exemptions or income
supplementation, might not in the end do more to raise levels
of educational achievement than direct spending on schools.
Two alternative theories to educational programming have been examined
in an effort to explore the question of the failure of Head Start programs.
Head Start was premised on the assumption that early educational intervention
would result in higher levels of educational attainment, which would then
intervene in the cycle of poverty, poor education, poor jobs, poverty.
Arthur Jensen poses the theory that cognitive abilities are more influenced
by genetic factors than environmental intervention techniques and that
consequently, educational intervention techniques should not attempt to
boost cognitive abilities but should instead focus on the acquisition of basic
skills. Christopher Jencks, on the other hand, considers the entire genetic
vs. environmental factors controversy an exercise in futility. It is Jencks'
opinion that educational interventions are at best misguided efforts to bring
about a greater equality among adults in this society. He found little evidence
in his study to support the assumption that compensatory educational programs
would bring children of the poor out of poverty.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Evaluative research in the area of economic development is rather new,
This type of evaluative
having been developed since the nineteen sixties.
research is done in contexts where several deliberate social programs were
The most
started to foster economic growth in low-income target areas.
popular name of these social programs intended to stimulate economic growth
is referred to as "community development corporations" (Practicing Law Institute,
However, similar programs have been attempted in several economically
1970)
of "community
underdeveloped countries for several decades, under the title
development programs" (Pusic, 1962).
The basic assumption behind these programs is that the drive for
acquisition and profit maximization is universal, and that the availability of
seed money, management and organization capability, and a certain amount of
technical skill will stimulate economic growth. There are basic sociological
and social-psychological theories which underly this assumption. Such
theories range from Weber's classic position on certain religious values
fostering capital growth to McClelland's (1961) idea of families socializing
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their children to be achievement-oriented (rather than affiliation-oriented)
as a necessary condition for economic development. Recently, McClelland (1972)
translated his basic theory to a recommendation of a social program which will
purportedly ensure economic growth.
Theories like those of Weber or McClelland serve as justification to
programs like the "community development corporations" (hereafter called
CDC's) in North America or "community development programs" in the developing
nations. Recently, several evaluation research efforts have been completed
These research works show that the
on the North American efforts (Abt, 1972).
CDC's have not stimulated economic growth in poor ghetto communities in North
American cities so far.
An important question which follows is whether the inability of these
social programs to generate economic growth is due to "program failure" or
"theory failure," as Suchman (1967) termed the two possibilities.
If it is
true that practically all the CDC efforts have failed to stimulate economic
growth, then it would seem likely that such failure is not due to just inadequate
In
programming, but due to inadequate formulation at the theoretical level.
other words, repetitive failures of the CDC's to generate economic growth is
an indication what Suchman termed "theory failure."
If indeed the basic sociological and social-psychological theories which
have served as justification for the CDC's are inadequate, then one is compelled
to look at the other theories which claim to explain how and under what
conditions economic growth occurs. A set of such other theories is advanced by
several radical or neo-Marxist scholars like Sweezy, Gordon, Edwards and MacEwan.
Sweezy (1974) has suggested that twentieth century capitalism thrives
only because of vast amounts of military spending. Profit and expansion of
enterprise, along with low wages to enable the former, leads to exploitation
and increased gap between the wealthy and the poor. Capitalism, and thus by
extension capital growth and economic development under the control of small
interest groups, is thus dependent on war economy and monopoly.
Gordon (1972) has suggested that capital growth under the control of
specific interest groups takes place due to conflict between economic classes
defined by social relations of production. In such contexts the state operates
to serve the interests of the controlling classes. The idea of monopoly as a
precondition of economic growth remains a dominant theme in Gordon's work.
130) have summed up some of the problems
Edwards and MacEwan (1971:
inherent in the traditional assumptions which led to the idea of the CDC's.
All in all, the curriculum of modern economics is one
of philosophic marginalism: existing social relations are
taken as a datum and the problem is one of administering the
system by adjustments around the edges.
The marginalistic approach is useful only if, accepting
the basic institutions of capitalism, one is primarily
concerned with its administration.
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Recently, a monograph by Chatterjee (1975) suggests that CDC's in local
black communities have not produced capital growth; rather, they have served the
function of creating payrolls for vocal and verbal community leaders instead.*
In summary, then, it appears that evaluation research done in North
American contexts on CDC's indicates that economic growth cannot be stimulated
by merely providing seed money, management ability and technical skill. It
is possible that several scholars committed to this classic theory of economic
growth will argue that these are cases of "program failure" rather than "theory
failure."
However, this body of evaluative research has forced social scientists
to seriously consider an alternative theory of economic growth.
DELINQUENCY
There are at least two non-convergent sociological theories claiming to
explain delinquent behavior. The first of these theories may be called the
"delinquent subculture" thesis.
The second is referred to as the "lack of
opportunity" thesis.
In addition, there are psychoanalytic explanations of
delinquent behavior (Aichorn, 1935) which, in the work of social scientists like
Reckless, (1950:
158-168) become a modified or extended version of the
"delinquent subculture" thesis.

*
A methodological concern here is worthy of mention: by which measurement device can one conclusively say that there has not been any economic
development in a given geographic region or community?
Traditionally, economic growth or economic development in an entire
nation-state is measured by one or all
of the following devices:
(1) per
capita income at time-one, per capita income at time-two, with both measures
standardized to the purchasing power of that monetary unit in a given year;
(2) median family income at time-one, the same at time-two, with both measures
standardized as in #1 above; and (3) the GNP at time-one compared with that
of time-two; and (4) the volume of sales and credits at time-one as compared
with that of time-two, with appropriate standardization.
Among the above four measures, most researchers, including the authors
of this paper, believe that the first two measures are more appropriate for
ascertaining the economic growth of a given geographic community or region
within a nation-state.
All the generalizations made above are therefore made
on the basis of the first two measurements.
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The "delinquent subculture" thesis perhaps dates back to Thrasher (1936).
His classic monograph, The Gang, was followed by the works of Shaw and McKay,
(1941) and Albert Cohen (1955). Actually, it was Cohen who coined the term
"delinquent subcultures."*
Much of the traditional social programs and more specifically group work
programs in the settlement houses, seem to be based on the "delinquent
subculture" theory. The primary emphasis in these programs has been resocialization. Such resocialization efforts have been directed toward changing the
norms and values of delinquent youth.
The second theory referred to as "lack of opportunity," perhaps owes its
origin to Merton (1957). This theory suggests that practically all members of a
society pursue various goals in their lives which are shaped and defined as
legitimate by the culture of which they are a part. However, not all
members of society, due to various prevailing stratification systems, always
have access to the institutional means to pursue cultural growth. Those
who do not have the institutional means of the culture available to them
tend to develop innovative means. Crime and delinquency are, especially for
disadvantaged groups of people, such innovations. In other words, certain
groups develop illegitimate means toward the pursuit of culturally prescribed
goals.
From this second theory followed the assumption that if opportunities
could be made available to delinquency-prone youth, then such deviant behavior
could be changed or prevented. Actually, Cloward and Ohlin (1960) formulated
such a theory which postulated that the availability of opportunities is the
key factor in the prevention of delinquency.
Several social programs during the War on Poverty days were based on this
second theory. These programs consisted of providing training and employment
opportunities to delinquency-prone youth. One of the authors of this paper
served as a research director of an evaluation research project which was
(seemingly) based on the "lack of opportunity" theory. This project was funded
by a branch of the Federal Government to Eastern City to develop programs in
a target area of its inner city in order to prevent delinquency. This program

The authors of this paper propose that these two sociological
interpretations of delinquency are the major theoretical ideas. There are,
however, several non-sociological interpretations of crime and delinquency
which are not discussed here. For a good review of these various theoretical
perspectives, see Michael Phillipson, Understanding Crime and Delinquency
(Chicago: Aldine, 1971).
*
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was intended to provide delinquency by offering job training and counseling
to the youth from this area. The funding source required Eastern City to
evaluate the program after a year to learn whether this program in particular
and such programs in general prevent delinquency.
Approximately 150 youth were admitted to this program in one month,
matched by race, age, sex, socio-economic status, area of residence, and known
number of involvements with law officials for delinquent acts. Another
sample of 75 youth were found who were not participants in the job training
and counseling program of that city. This second group of youth served the
purpose of a control group, whereas the first group of youth who were participants in the program served as the experimental group.
Questionnaires containing scales for measuring anti-social attitudes and
alienation were administered to both groups of youth at the beginning of the
program year. The same questionnaires were readministered to both groups at
the end of the program year. In addition, the cooperation of the local police
department was obtained in order to measure possible different rates of involvement with law officials for delinquent acts by both groups.
The results were rather surprising. The number of delinquent acts
among the youth from the experimental program group increased manifold during
the year, whereas that of the youth from the control group remained about
the same. Anti-social attitudes remained about the same in both groups
during the year. However, measures of alienation diminished among the youth
in the program group but remained about the same in the control group.
Upon completing this evaluation research, the authors have had occasions
to question the methodology, a quasi-experimental design, quite a few times.
It is well known by now that such quasi-experimental designs may pose problems
of internal validity in evaluation research. Thus, the findings from the
evaluation research described above could possibly be attributed to methodological or measurement problems.
On the other hand, assuming the methodology of the above research is
reasonably sound, one may begin to wonder whether this research indicates
"program failure." One may begin to raise questions about "theory failure,"
if such programs almost universally fail to prevent delinquency.
If that
is the case, then one would be in a position to wonder whether "lack of
opportunity" theory is anywhere as strong a predictive or explanatory theory
as the theory about delinquent subcultures harboring anti-social behavior.
CONCLUSION
Let us return to the original question which opened this paper: what
can evaluation research tell us about social science theory? As we have
seen in the various studies reviewed, evaluation research can be a useful
tool for exploring the links between social theory and practice. The results
of such a review, however, are somewhat disturbing. The repeated experiences
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of failure to produce the expected results in social programs must lead to a
re-examination of the causal assumptions and the theoretical bases underlying
such efforts.
There are at least two major objections to such an attack on theory:
(a) problems of implementation, and (b) problems of measurement. The first
of these is a design issue and has to do with the consistency of the independent variable. Since there are numerous ways in which programs vary, even when
attempting to apply the same intervention, how can one consider them an
experimental trial of any theory? That is, was the same independent variable
introduced in each situation?
Obviously, this paper cannot resolve the design problems associated with
doing field research. The numerous methodological problems notwithstanding,
the constraints of implementing social programs into varying social situations
will never go away. There will always be some differences between administrators
implementing any given type of program as well as groups receiving them. The
literature does reflect some attempts to implement fairly consistent programs
with similar population groups. The rather uniformly modest results raises
the question that perhaps it is more than an administrative deficiency
operating on the results.
The second issue is that of measurement problems. The instrumentation for
measuring complex and subtle changes is admittedly quite primitive. Likewise,
the measuring procedures themselves may influence respondents and confound
results.
In the face of measures showing no change or mixed results from
social programs, what conclusions may be drawn? How does one know that
positive changes didn't "really" occur, untapped by our instruments? It is
apparent that such questions can always be raised and can seldom be satisfactorily answered. What we have not measured may or may not be "really there."
But argument in support of a program or a theory from lack of evidence is
indeed a weak basis for action. Some positive line of evidence is what we all
seek, even if that evidence may be contaminated with some impurities.
Numerous approaches to measuring program effects have been attempted, both
in individual studies and across various studies of similar programs. As
reflected in the literature, the evidence from many attempts at measurement of
program effects is disconcertingly consistent in showing mixed or negative
results. This may be a measurement problem, however, several applications of
the same instruments as well as alternative approaches to measuring the same
phenomena seem to produce somewhat similar findings. These results raise the
question that perhaps it is more than an instrumentation problem influencing
the situation.
The authors would suggest that the more basic issue underlying the
findings of evaluation studies is the deficiency of social science theory upon
which programs are based. Such studies do indeed reveal many problems in
implementing social programs. Nevertheless, the almost uniform lack of effectiveness of numerous similar efforts must draw critical attention to the
assumptions upon which such programs are based.

It is undeniable that much work needs to be done on strengthening the
implementation of programs, on the design of evaluation studies, and on the
measurement of program impacts. Nevertheless, if we are ever to have impacts
to measure, it seems apparent that a great deal of more fundamental conceptual
work lies ahead of us. Few of our theories of individual and social change
are supported by extensive lines of evidence from the field. In fact, many
social programs seem to have been guided more by ideology than theory. The
development of social theory is probably the single most challenging and
difficult task confronting the social sciences. That much of this work remains
incomplete is one of the major conclusions which can be drawn from evaluation
research studies.
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SOCIAL PARTICIPATION AND
SOCIAL INTEGRATION OF THE AGED:
IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL WELFARE
Ellen Fischgrund
Case Western Reserve University

The study of the relationship between the aging individual and
society and of their reciprocal influences is paramount as the number
and proportion of older people increases. The literature in gerontology
concerning the social participation of the aged has focused on the consequences of major life cycle changes for old people. There is a concern with the nature of the aging individual's relationship to family,
friends, and the community. Research efforts have attempted to explain
the correlates and consequences of social participation and the variance
reflected in the total population of aging individuals. The literature
about social integration is concerned with the integration of social
units into the social system or society. The aging individual and his
patterns of social participation or interaction are units of analysis
which can reflect the process of social integration. In spite of the
lack of empirical measures of social integration, this concept has
implications for understanding the aged vis a vis society.
The integration of individuals into their society
results from forces which place them within the
system and govern their particpation and patterned
association with others...Thus, people are tied into
their society essentially through their beliefs, the
groups that they belong to, and positions that they
occupy (Rosow, 1967:9).
The purpose of this paper is to provide a critical review of
the literature regarding the informal social participation patterns of
the aged. The factors associated with degree of interaction with
friends will be elaborated. For example, the relationship between
morale and friendship patterns emerges as a predominant concern in the
research literature. An effort will be made to examine the accumulated
evidence in terms of implications for practice or further research.
Finally, these findings regarding the informal social participation
patterns of the aged will be analyzed within the framework of prevailing theoretical notions about social integration.
DISENGAGEMENT AND SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
Cumming and Henry (1961:14) use the term disengagement to refer
to an inevitable social process in which there is "mutual withdrawal
or disengagement resulting in decreased interaction between the aging
person and others in the social systems he belongs to."
The implica-
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tions of this approach are that old people feel happier when they are
disengaged and that this process is part of normal personality development. Although disengagement theory stresses the voluntary aspects of
decreased social interaction, altered social relationships, and
increased self-preoccupation, it asserts that loss of morale will result
when the appropriate roles for the disengaged state are not available.
According to Cumming and Henry, loss of morale associated with retirement or widowhood can be circumvented by participation in recreation
groups or peer groups of other widows. The authors identify sex differences in terms of the modal character of problems of retirment and
widowhood which are non-modal for women and men, respectively
(1961:143-160). Recreation groups provide instrumental activity to
mediate social relationships following the loss of the male work
status identity and peer group. Association with other widows is
viewed as a way to reinforce the socio-emotional aspects of the female
following the loss of social identity with her spouse.
Disengagement theory has been criticized for methodological
problems and the uniqueness of its study population in terms of high
socio-economic status and general well-being. It does provide practice
implications by suggesting solutions to the demoralization associated
with retirement and widowhood.
The disengagement orientation stimulated
further research by Havighurst, Neugarten, and Tobin, who compared
components of disengagement theory with "activity" theory. Activity
theory promotes the maintenance and substitution of middle age activity
patterns in old age. The authors' findings suggest that social interaction does decline with increasing age but that life satisfaction exists
for the highly engaged as well as the highly disengaged (1968:171).
This finding also suggests that subjective feelings regarding a meaningful life are not always associated with actual participation in social
interaction.
Rose (1964) refutes the disengagement approach through analysis
of social trends and social structure. He submits that there is ample
evidence to maintain that withdrawal from social interaction is neither
necessary nor desirable for the aged. Social trends such as maintenance
of good health through improved medical technology, social security
legislation, and entry of women to the labor force following childrearing, and the social acceptability of leisure activities are indcators that disengagement is not a "given" in the relationships between
the aging individual and society. However, Rose does not adequately
emphasize that these trends have less impact on the low income population than on the middle class, but he does emphasize structural variations in discussion of disengagement from the work role. Disengagement
theory fails
to recognize that involvement in work activities is essentially a function of opportunity. Forced retirement is one characteristic
of the occupational structure. Retirement is not typical among the selfemployed and professionals who are not enmeshed in the system of compulsory
retirement. This broader view of the interrelationship between the individual and society suggests that disengagement is not an indefeasible
process.
A "common-sense" assumption is that persons whose earlier process
of social activity are low interaction or isolation will maintain these

former patterns in later life. Lowenthal (1964) studied the relationship between isolation and mental illness in old age. Her findings
suggest that lifelong patterns of isolation do not promote mental illness and that isolation in old age is more of a consequence than a
cause of mental illness (1964:70). These findings are further evidence
of criticism of the disengagement approach. The identification of welladjusted persons with lifelong patterns of isolation weakens the developmental proposal of Cumming and Henry that the aging individual normally
moves from a state of social engagement to a state of disengagement.
Therefore, it should make sense to assume that the reverse situation
might also be true. Persons who maintain lifelong patterns of active
social involvement should also be well-adjusted.
STATUS SIMILARITY AND SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
Rosow (1967) studied the social interaction patterns of old
people with friends and neighbors. In this research study, residential
density of older people was the independent variable or predictor of
the number and age of friends, the dependent variables. Rosow
hypothesized that the number of local friends and the amount of neighboring activity would be a function of the local concentration of age
peers (1967:141). The study population resided in several hundred apartment buildings in Cleveland. Apartments were classified according to
the proportion of household with an older member as normal, with 1-15%
aged households; concentrated, with 33-49% aged households; and dense,
with 50% or more aged households. Rosow's data confirmed his hypothesis
that there is a direct relationship between the number of local friends
and the local proportion of age peers.
Rosow considered a number of demographic variables and role
losses which account for variance in responsiveness to residential
density in making friends among older people. The findings documented
specific differences between the working class and middle class respondents. Rosow asserts that "status disadvantage intensifies the sensitivity to density variations" (1967:101). This statement is supported
by the evidence of working class dependency on neighbors as friends and
the local orientation of their social life in contrast with the middle
class patterns of interaction outside their residential locality. However, middle class respondents who experienced high role and status
losses also responded to density for local interaction but less extensively than the working class respondents. In addition to the major
social class differences, Rosow found that persons more than seventyfive years old, women and unmarried or widowed persons are more responsive to density factors in their social participation.
This research study also considered the effects of residential
density on neighboring in relation to two theoretical constructs:
morale and the reference group. Rosow identified four functional
types of neighboring patterns, one of which, "the isolated," is characterized by low local contact but by a desire for more friends. The evidence
suggests that the morale of "isolates" declines in dense areas because
their patterns of interaction are deviant (1967:132). The identification
of types of neighboring patterns, particularly "the isolated," has important practice implications for geriatric outreach programs. Considers-
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tion of the family and neighbors as reference groups resulted in the
conclusion that friends are not functional substitutes for the family.
"Under special and restricted conditions, the aged use neighbors as
alternatives to children, but only in an interactional sense" (Rosow,
1967:244). However, in the case of individuals who did not have local
children or relatives, dense neighbors were a source of care in health
crises and approximated the pattern of help received by individuals
with local family members. Thus, the age concentration of older persons' apartments has functional consequences. These findings should be
of import in planning housing and social services for the aged based
on residential density characteristics.
Rosenberg (1970) was concerned with the relationship between
poverty and the social isolation of his aging study population from
friends and kin. His sample was composed of poor and solvent working
class members from forty-five to seventy-nine years of age. A family
income of $7,500 per year from all sources was the highest income of
the solvent respondents. To control for one of the major variables,
age and economic peer density, the random sampling procedure involved
block sampling of neighborhoods in Philadelphia. This sampling method
provided data which was not entirely congruent with Rosow's conclusions.
The data suggested that the socio-economic character of the neighborhood
context had a greater effect on social participation than age concentration. Rosenberg identified two types of neighborhood contexts:
the
dissonant context and the consonant context.
Solvent people in low income neighborhoods and poor
people in higher income neighborhoods both resident
in dissonant economic contexts. Solvent people in
wealthy areas, however, reside in a more consonant
economic context, as do poor people in poor areas.
Dissonant contexts promote more individual isolation
and less friendship within the area defined by the
contextual variable, and consonant contexts have
the opposite effect (1970:37).
Concentration of age peers was not found to be as conducive to
local friendships of the poor and solvent working class as relative
levels of income. Rosenberg found significant evidence of age heterophily in working class associations, regardless of the neighborhood
structural context. However, for individuals between sixty-five and
seventy-four years of age, the neighborhood age structure did influence
the amount of interaction with friends. Age homophily was interpreted
as a contextual pattern and a response to the greater opportunity to
associate with others of the same age (1970:97). Neighborhood structural factors primarily influenced male respondents in their transition
from the role of "breadwinner" to the role of "neighbor." Rosenberg
(1970:95) suggested that isolation occurs when structural contexts do
not promote social integration and that this is a selective process.
The friendships of solvent working class respondents were influenced by
socio-economic factors, whereas the friendships of the poor working
class were more strongly influenced by factors related to neighborhood
residents' stage in the family cycle and unrelated to socio-economic
status. Contextual dissonance in these terms impeded social interaction
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for the poor and the solvent in the role of "neighbor." This data
has practical implications for identifying isolated or "high risk" cases
in the community sector.
The findings of Rosow and Rosenberg can be contrasted in relation
to two issues:
the phenomenon of age-grading and the nature of agehomophilous relationships. These authors differ on the extent to which
age homophily is a function of proximity created by dense concentrations
of age peers or of similarity in socio-economic status, particularly
income level. Consideration of the methodology and samples employed in
the two studies is a key to the variation in the findings. Rosow's
sample was composed of apartment-dwellers, 90% of whom are sixty-five
years of age and older. His social class categories, working class
and middle class, were derived according to the occupational status of
the respondents. This dual classification was based on whether the
occupation was manual or non-manual. To control for the effect of socioeconomic status on responsiveness to density factors, Rosow's sampled
apartment buildings were homogeneous in terms of the socio-economic or
occupational status of their residents (1967:43). In Rosenberg's
sample, 58% of the respondents were less than sixty-five years of age.
Sixty-five percent of the solvent respondents had incomes of $3,000$7,500 per year. The remaining poor respondents had incomes of less
than $3,000 per year. Fifty-five percent of those between sixty-five
and seventy-nine are poor (1970:10). All respondents were classified
as members of the working class. The block sampling techniques provided concise descriptions of neighborhood contextual characteristics.
Thus, these two studies represent respondents with different age and
class characteristics in quite different milieus. One question about
Rosow's sample is whether similarity in occupational status is a
socio-economic variable which may provide a basis for local friendship,
independent of age density.
In spite of these differences in design and resultant evidence,
the data generated by Rosow and Rosenberg should be discussed in relation to some of their conclusions. Rosow presents evidence of agegrading and the effects of density. The index of effective confinement
(Rosow, 1967:74) is based on the difference between the observed proportion of old neighbor-friends and the proportion of aged households
available to the respondents and also standardizes for any variation
in available aged households due to density factors. This composite
index controls for the possibility that the data reflects high concentrations of old people in apartments rather than selection of friends
based on age-grading. The index suggests that age-grading is more
pronounced in the working class than the middle class and that residential density of age peers fosters age-homophilous relations in both
classes. The major question about Rosow's conclusions is how generalizable are these findings from such a specialized, selective sample.
Rosenberg's findings are quite different regarding the influence of
higher concentrations of old people in the neighborhood on local
friendships. His data indicates that as the proportion of age peers
increases, the solvent working class tend to go beyond the neighborhood for friends and a considerable number of the poor continue to be
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isolated under these allegedly favorable circumstances (1970:64).
Rosenberg speculates that these patterns may reflect our society's
devaluation of being old. In other words, the isolated poor may conform to this cultural perspective by avoiding friendships with their
aged peers in dense areas, and the solvent may retreat from the
preponderance of available aged peers. However, Rosenberg's data does
not indicate whether these friends outside the local area are also aged
peers. If this were the case, there would be little basis for speculating that lowered rates of local friendship represent a tendency which
counteracts age-grading.
Blau considered the effect of widowhood and retirement on friendships and the variance associated with age, sex and socio-economic
status.
In this study, status similarity was viewed as an important
determinant in social participation patterns. Rosow and Rosenberg also
studied status similarity in terms of the relative age and relative
income of their respondents, respectively. The general findings were
that the social participation of the married decreases with age, that
social participation is lower for young widowers than young widows, and
that the social participation was decreased by deviant status. However,
this was not a factor for lower class widows whose participation was
more limited by economic hardships. Blau (1960) has also noted that
friendships maintain morale in old age. She suggested that the marriage
and work roles are important sources of integration into groups other
than kin. Her data documented that low morale was associated with low
social participation for the widowed and the retired. Blau's data
(1973:55) suggests that friends compensate for role loss. Rosow
(1967:243) also studied compensatory associations in relation to
decreased interaction with the family but found that neighbor-friends
were not substitues for inaccessible kinship relations. Blau's findings indicate that the extent to which friendships can compensate for
role loss in retirement and widowhood varies according to the available
pool of friends with similar status characteristics.
The study of structural or status variables such as roles, age
and income by Blau, Rosow, and Rosenberg provides information about
informal social participation in old age which conflicts with stereotyped
conceptions of aging as an inevitably isolating process. In other words,
these studies indicate how variance in these status variables produce
different outcomes for individual behavior patterns. Peter M. Blau has
identified a number of structural effects. Two types pertain to the
patterns of association observed in this research literature.
Contingency effects of relational networks are those
in which the association between the individual social
position or relations and another factor depends on
the distribution of social positions or relations in
the collectivity.
Inverse structural effects of relational networks
are indicative of the fact that the status distribution or network of social relations in a collectivity
has an impact which is the very opposite of that of
the individuals' social status or social relationships (Blau, 1960:192).
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Contingency effects relate to the findings of Blau regarding the effect
of the deviant statuses of widowhood and retirement on social participation. Peter Blau cites this study as an example of contingency effects
and notes that "contingency effects of status variable identify the
implications of minority status as such, just as contingency effects of
normative variables identify the correlates of deviancy as such (1960:192).
A case can be made for suggesting the operation of inverse structural
effects in relation to Rosenberg's findings about attitudes towards
social class. Rosenberg (1970:181) found that solvent old men in
economically dissonant contexts gave proportionally comparable closed
system responses as poor old men in economically consonant contexts.
Through association with neighbors who have not or have been unable to
take advantage of opportunities to improve their economic position,
solvent members of the working class may tend to perceive a closed system
which is inconsistent with their actual social experience.
ROLE LOSS AND SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
Widowhood and retirement appear in the literature as key events
which affect the social participation of old people. The findings of
three studies concerned with widowhood and retirement will be discussed.
Lowenthal was concerned with the relationship between age-related role
loss and morale. The effect of retirement or widowhood on morale was
studied with a control for the withdrawal from social participation
which may accompany these role losses. Lowenthal (1964) found that low
morale was directly associated with retirement or widowhood and that
socially withdrawn respondents maintained high morale through association with a confidant. Furthermore, the confidant relationship was
associated with high morale regardless of the degree of social interaction. This research suggested that the correlates of low morale are
widowhood, retirement, and the absence of a confidant. However, the
reaction of age-related role loss measured by low morale may be altered
through a confidant relationship.
Lopata (1973) studied three hundred widows in the Chicago area,
50% of whom were between fifty and sixty-four years old and the remainder
were sixty-five and older. Approximately one-half of the respondents
were living alone and 81% were in their pre-retirement years when they
became widows. Lopata, who is particularly concerned with the concept
of social role, stated that the age at which a woman loses her husband
is significant because relative age influences the social roles in
which she is involved (1973:33). Furthermore, role orientations affect
patterns of interaction during widowhood. For example, Lopata found
that better-educated women with a number of social and personal resources
tended to be more oriented to the role of wife during widowhood than
less-educated women with lower socio-economic status. The former group
shared more in multi-faceted relationships with their husbands. Lopata
(1973:92) concluded that this group experienced a more severe grief
reaction but was better able to revamp their social lives than those
who were less socially engaged before the death of their husband.
These socio-economic status variations are critical in looking
at Lopata's data on friendship in widowhood.
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In general, the lower the socio-economic class, the more
dependent the woman on ascribed interaction, particularly with kin members in sex-segregated scenes. The
higher the class, the more likely the wife to be engaged
in couple-companionate, achieved friendships to which
the husband was a major contribution (1973:184).
Lower class women tended to report no change in their social life as a
result of their husband's death. Higher class women maintained old
friendships, but actual social activity with old friends decreased for
some respondents. These respondents were not interested or invited to
couple-companionate activities. This evidence lends support to Blau's
findings that social participation is influenced by status similarity
or dissimilarity. On the other hand, only 4% of the respondents stated
and 19% answered that "most" of their friends were also
that "all"
widows (1973:184). This evidence is not consistent with Blau's analysis
of structural effects. However, this data does not include information
about other structural correlates such as relative age or income level
which were included in the Blau study. Lopata also studied the
neighboring patterns of widows and identified six types of neighborhood
She presents data which compares form of neighboring with
settings.
the related frequency of the neighboring and concludes that widows are
characterized by unplanned, sporadic neighboring patterns (1973:233).
The simplistic presentation of such tabulated data lends little support
to this conclusion. This data would be much more significant if neighborhood setting were introduced as a variable which influences forms of
neighboring and their related frequencies. Lopata's data may be
reflecting the differential effects of hostile areas, relocation with a
child, or the availability of kin which she identified as characteristic neighborhood settings.
Lopata's ultimate analysis of social interaction in widowhood
is based on orientation to ascribed or achieved roles. It was previously
noted that socio-economic factors influence the extent to which friendship patterns are characterized by ascribed or achieved status. Through
the extensive use of attitude scales, Lopata described three types of
urban widows and measured their role orientations. The social isolate
is one of these types which should be a target for geriatric outreach.
As a result of lifetime involvement in ascribed relations, she is unable
to extend her participation to achieved relations and becomes isolated
This study
when kin or old neighbors are not accessible (1973:266).
indicates that maintenance and development of friendship patterns and
an active social life is correlated with high socio-economic status, a
history of achieved relations, and the ability to utilize these social
and personal resources. This is consistent with Blau's finding that
the social participation of lower class widows in her sample was limited
by economic hardship. Lopata's conception of ascribed or achieved role
orientation also suggests that the individual's perception of relationships in her social world affects actual involvement in social interaction.
Streib and Schneider (1971) were also interested in what happens
when a social role is relinquished. They conducted the Cornell Study of
Occupational Retirement, a seven-year longitudinal study. Respondents

were contacted one year before they reached the usual retirement age of
sixty-five and four subsequent contacts were made. The sample is not
representative of the general population in that it was primarily
composed of persons with relatively high socio-economic status and whitecollar or professional occupations. This study was concerned with the
affect of role change on the health, economic situation, and social
psychological dimensions of the retiree. Some of the general findings
about attitudes toward retirement will be considered, as well as the findings about the social psychological aspects of retirement.
The authors measured willingness and reluctance to retire in
relation to voluntary and administrative retirement. They use the term
"administrative" instead of "compulsory" retirement because they
feel
that the latter label has negative connotations (1971:45). Their data
indicates definite sex differences in attitudes and variation in the
desirability of the retired state. Streib and Schneider (1971:49)
document that the women in this sample are more reluctant to retire than
the men. Furthermore, those who are required to retire, the administrative retirees, are somewhat more reluctant to retire than those who may
do so voluntarily. This data is inconsistent with the propositions
of the disengagement approach.
Cumming and Henry have referred to the
instrumental orientation of males and the socio-emotional orientation
of females. These findings suggest that women are also task-oriented,
and in this case, more so than men.
The relative reluctance of administrative retirees implies that the opportunity to retire and, thereby,
"disengage" is not particularly viewed as desirable. In their study
of the social psychological aspects of retirement, Streib and Schneider
compared pre-retirement and post-retirement measures of life satisfac-

tion.

Their findings indicate that there is no significant decline in

life satisfaction associated with retirement and, particularly, in the

case of men (1971:110).

This evidence is not consistent with predominant

thinking in the literature that low morale associated with retirement
can be offset through associations with friends or a confidant. These
factors may be influencing the lack of change in the post-retirement
measure of life satisfaction. Unfortunately, the nature of Streib's
and Schneider's sample is such that this information is unavailable.
It may also be that this sample's existing social resources in the form
of friends are also pursuing the same retirement patterns.
If this were
the case, the existing friendship associations would not be adversely

affected by dissimilarity in employment status.

It would be interesting

to replicate this aspect of the study concerning social psychological
dimensions and life satisfaction and to include these additional factors

regarding friends.
SOCIAL INTEGRATION AND SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
Social integration can be understood in terms of integration of
the individual to a small group or to the wider society. The concept of
social cohesion refers to the nature of affiliations in a small group.
Schlacter (1968) notes that persons belong to groups to achieve their
goals, satisfy personal needs, or to gain evaluations of their abilities
and feelings. These factors pertain to the friendship patterns of widows
in Lopata's study. One reason that some widows may drop out of couplecompanionate activities is that these activities do not satisfy the same
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social function as when their husbands were alive. Involvement in cliques
of widows may satisfy personal support needs. Rosenberg's finding that
solvent old men are more isolated in poor neighborhoods may indicate
that they do not seek the evaluative opinions of their poor neighbors.
Four types of social integration have been discussion by Landecker.
This typology is based on sociological literature which has described
the extent to which integration exists in a group. Landecker (1951)
notes that the major problem with available writings about social integration is that they are not amenable to quantification or adequate
empirical analysis by which social integration can be measured. Landecker's typology includes:
cultural integration, the congruity of
cultural standards; normative integration, the conformity of persons'
behavior to cultural norms; communicative integration, the transmission
of cultural meanings throughout the group; and functional integration,
the interdependency of group members through the division of labor
(1951:332-340). A particularly interesting aspect of this typology is
the relationship that communicative integration should have to cultural
and normative integration. Interpersonal communication should function
to transmit the nature of cultural norms and the related behaviors
which denote conformity to these norms.
This phenomenon is related to
issues regarding the social participation of old people.
If the communication structure of a group or society conveys that the aged are
inactive or unable to interact socially, it is more likely that old
people might conform to this orientation or that others will treat them
on the basis of this cultural perspective. The effects of this cultural
stereotype are manifest in the fears of some elderly persons to participate in an increasingly complex environment or in the pervasive inadequacy of public social services to provide them with opportunities for
social engagement. The concept of functional integration may pertain to
the low status given to the aged and their exclusion from the work force
through compulsory retirement. A normative conception of the aged as
unable to contribute to the division of labor beyond a certain age may
be comunicated and is manifest in the system of forced retirement.
This phenomenon may serve to sever the aged from the system of interdependency and severely reduce their integration to the society-at-large.
Gouldner (1960) has described the "norm of reciprocity" and discussed its
contribution to the social system stability.
Adherence to
this norm indicates that relationships are based on reciprocal obligations and that there is a tendency to establish relationships only with
those who can reciprocate.
The "norm of reciprocity" states that "people
should help those who help them, and therefore, those whom you have
helped have an obligation to help you" (1960:173). Thus, behavior conforming to this norm is problematic for old people to the extent that
they are received as unable to reciprocate in social exchanges.
In
fact, Angell (1968:383) has noted that "functional integration requires
adherence to the norm of reciprocity and hence, is related to, if not
dependent on, normative integration."
This analysis offers some explanation for the exclusion of the elderly from the work force or the
decreased involvement of children with their older parents. Old people
can become detached from these two systems of interdependency to the
extent that members of the occupational system or the kinship system
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perceive them as unable to make reciprocal contributions. If this
phenomenon does, in fact, serve to reduce the degree of social integration of old people, its effects should be mitigated by friendship associations in which reciprocal exchanges may or may not be required. Friendships are related to the communicative types of integration. These interpersonal exchanges serve as a means to connect old people to their social
environment. High measures of social participation with friends and low
measures of social isolation might serve as indicators of social integration among the aging population. Qualitative assessments of the
intensity of friendships would enhance an evaluation of how friendship
interaction contributes to degrees of social integration.
SOCIAL WELFARE IMPLICATIONS
Social welfare programs and policy should maximize opportunities for older persons to engage in reciprocal relationships. Such
relationships promote social integration. There are several issues
which should be considered before proposing specific programs or policies. Special housing arrangements for the elderly are an important
means to circumventing decreased social integration resulting from
isolation. However, physical proximity to relevant others, such as
neighbors, does not guarantee social proximity. There may be problems
promoting social proximity between the older person and others. The
aged must have some resource to offer to engage in reciprocal exchanges.
The older person can exchange counsel based on his wisdom and experience
for respect from others. Receiving respect would strengthen the
informal relationships of the aged. Social proximity can also be
promoted in terms of formal relationships and roles. The development
of post-retirement work roles would provide opportunities to engage in
the system of productivity and its related rewards. The informal as
well as formal levels of social integration should be recognized. These
are the kinds of considerations which should precede the development of
social welfare programs and policy.
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!TTTLIC HOTTSI':r,

'OR THE 7LDERLY

Cara J.

Orben

Case Western Reserve '.niversitv
"In passing the Older Americans Act of 10(5, the
Congress took the position that 'in keeping with the
inherent Jignity of the individual, older people of our
Nation are entitled to suitable housing, individually
selected, designed and located with reference to special
1
needs and available at costs which older reople can afford'"
From studies that have been done in different parts of the
country, it has been found that most older people prefer
independent living arrangements over living with children or
Housing becomes increasingly important as
in nursing homes.
people 7et older. In a report on housing from the 1971 White
House Conference on Aging it was stated "aside from his soouse,
housn" is probably the single most important element in the
life of an older person. . .. M ost of his satisfactions are
house oriented. He spends more time in his home than alrost
And just as more of his
anyone else over the age of five.
satisfactions are bound up in his sense of home, so more and
"2
There is a severe
more of his problems are house generated.
shortage of low-rent housing for the poor elderly in the
TTnited States.
There are old people who live in shelter that is
truly unlivable--cheap "retirement hotels," skimpy
There are others who
boazlnghouses, bare rooms.
literally have no place at all to live, no fixed
residence. They drift from park bench to doorways,
to subway, bus and train stations, to "bowery"
missions, surviving on their wits and luck.
Frail, gray and tangle-haired Mary Gunston lost
her husband a year before, leaving her penniless.
She was on a lengthy waiting list for public
housing. She was evicted from the small apartment
she had shared with her husband; her belongings
were strewn on the curb. She sat helplessly while
people brazenly carted off her furniture and houseShe stayed in a city Dark for seven
hold objects.
months, even during the winter. The wrapped old
newspapers around her body beneath four sweaters
Her few possessions, mainly
and three skirts.
nictures, were contained in a black bag with drawThe park
strings, kept in the hollow of a tree.
police periodically chased her out and she systematically returned.7
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7ederally suiDuorted Dublic housing has been seen as
a viable solution for the housing Droblens oP the elderly.
Sometimes there are misunderstandings of what public
housing actually means because there are several housing
pro-rams that are government assisted. vor the Purnoses of
this paper, oublic housing will refer sDecifically to the
housing built or acquired under the Housing Act of 1037
and its amendments. Public housing is largely federally
funded with some local and resident responsibility. The
age requirement for entrance for the elderly is sixty-two
years of age and above. There are certain income and
asset limitations. There is some flexibility within local
housing authorities on setting rents, but the rent can not
exceed twenty-five percent of the residents income.
The public housing provided for the elderly usually consists
of efficiency or one bedroom apartments often in a highrise building.
The federal government and Congress have demonstrated
some concern through legislative acts addressed to public
housing, but they have often fallen short on their
commitments and goals. The Department of Housinp and
Urban Development reported that, "in the thirtieth year
of the federal pro mram (1967), a total of 193,073 families
were on public housing waiting lists in the nation's fifty
largest cities, while the number of vacant units in those
cities totaled 6,864. '"
While the numbers of people on
waiting lists are rapidly increasing, the production of
public housing is not increasing at a rate to meet that
demand. In September of 1975, Cleveland's Housing Authority
had 1,039 single elderly persons and 38 couples waiting
for entrance into public housing.
We do not know what happens to the many older
people waiting entrance into public housing or
enough about the conditions under5 which they live
as they endure their final years.
The account mentioned previously about the fate of
Mary Gunston while she was waiting for public housing is
certainly deplorable enough to warrant action on the part
of American citizens and their elected government officials.
Unfortunately Mary Gunston is not alone in her plight as
a homeless senior citizen. The conditions described in
her case reflect that as a nation we force some of our elderly
in their last years to struvgle for mere survival.
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The Back-round of the Problem
In our society an arbitrary are of sixty to sixtyfive has been chosen to indicate the beFinninr of older
age.
Cften persons of this age and older have a very
low income such as that provided by social Security,
2upplemental Security Income, or minimal retirement
pensions. Elderly persons who are out of the job market
either voluntarily or because they are forced to retire
are highly susceptible to inflationary housing and
utility costs. The amount of money an older person
receives on a fixed income does not increase proportionately with the rising costs of housing.
According to the
Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics "housi~g
consumes one-third of the budget of an elderly couple."
In 1974 there were 6.8 million heads of families
. . .over 65. About 505 of them were poor,
having income of less than t3,000 per year and
half of9 these support families on less than U.,000
a year.
Certainly by American standards and the general overall
wealth of this country these figures represent low-income,
shockingly low-income.
Hobart Jackson, chairman of the National Caucus
on the Black Aged,

.

. .sets a minimum floor of

$6,000 for a single old person and t9,000 for an
aging couple. Jackson's figures are much more
realistic than the official guidelines ....
In contrast, the White House Conference on Aping
in 1971 recommended $4,500 a year per couple.
Elderly persons who are poor can not compete very well
for housing with high rental costs. Available, adequate,
housing in general is becoming more scarce and as the
numbers of elderly people increase, the problem of housing
then will become more severe.
There are now well over twenty million people over
65 years of age in the United States, comprisina
10 percent of the population. A population
explosion of older people has been under way for
a number of decades, and the elderly are now the
fastest prowing zroup in the Tinited States. .

.

The average life expectancy is now 70.4 years.
A boy born today can expect to live to 66.8 years;
a -irl to age 74.3 years. Half of all older
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people (10 million) are over 72; 1,000,000
elderly are 85 and over; and the 1970 census
reports 106,411 centenarians (over 100 years
old).
Every day 1,000 people reach 65; each year
365,000. . . .With new medical discoveries,
an improved health-care delivery system and
a presently declining birth rate, it is
possible that the elderly will make up onequartm of the total population by the year
2000.
These statistics should be carefully considered and sufficient
amounts of low-rent public housing should be built.to
house the growin' elderly population.
Causes of the Problem
A combination of many factors have caused the present
problem concerning the shortage of public housing for
the elderly. Some are subtle, underlying causes that
have developed over a long period of time, others are overt
and have developed more recently.
Family ties in America have been loosening for several
decades. Many people feel oblipations to take care of
their immediate family rather than their parents.
Often
this leaves the elderly alone and homeless.
There is a
trend of shifting responsibility jom family to government to take care of the elderly.
Changes in our social
structure has weakened the need for an extended family
and consequently old people are not thought of as being
needed in our society. Generally, America is a very youth
oriented society. This often leads to the abandonment of
the elderly in many aspects of human existence, one of
which is housing. The following is a statement made by
Maggie Kuhn, the founder and leader of the Gray Panthers,

a group that is against all forms of age discrimination.
The fact that American society tolerates old
people and assumes that they will generously
step aside to make way for the yoyng
is in
=
itself another form of rejection.y
Our capitalistic form of government was pointed to
as the cause of lack of sufficient low-rent housing in
Heilbroner's article "Benign Neglect in the United States".
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Such planning and such action (that is, the
provision of low-rent housing), will never be
undertaken by a government run by and for the
rich, as very capitalistic governm,(-r is and
must be. 1 In a capitalistic society, ouch as ours, lack of economic
productivity indicates lack of worth. P.any older Americans
experience discriminatory and neqative attitudes on the
part of younger citizens. Stereotypes, myths, and misconceptions about older people that are generated by
members of our society all add to the social stigma that
is given to old age. Older persons find themselves in an
inferior status position, that of a second class citizen.
Apeist values and general disdain for old people have also
been a crucial factor leadin,7 to the vast amounts of poverty
among the elderly.
Government on all levels and individual citizens have
not put housing for the elderly high enough on their
priority lists. "The housing problems of the aged are
much more severe than is commonly recognized. "' I
Sometimes
it is the case that communities are not aware they have
a housing problem for their elderly, some are just not
concerned, and others do not want to know there is a
problem. Community members will sometimes band together
and oppose having public elderly housing in their neighborhood. They are often afraid there will be an influx
of lower class people and as a result their community will
decline.
Another basic flaw in our thinking concernina the
elderly is that we often feel we are responding to the needs
of older citizens when we provide decent housin- rather
1
than givinp them their.rights as American citizens. l
Having a decent place to live is a right of American citizens.
Alost of the factors concerning the shortage of housing
for the elderly discussed thus far have been subtle and
somewhat intangible. Some of them are attitudes towards
old people that have developed over a long period of time.
Let us now look at some of the more concrete reasons
why public housing for the elderly has been so limited.
The local Housing Authorities which administer the public
housing programs have experienced serious financial
difficulties.

The acute effect inflation had on the niiblic
holisin- program was amon- the most severe problems
• . .(the construction cost ceilinps are hipher
for the accommodations desijned for the , Iderly
than regular family units).
In addition to
the legislative ceilings Der room, the Department of Housing and Urban Development often
place administrative limits on construction
costs per apartment. Both sets of ceilings
were so unrealistic in the face of the sharply
rising land and construction costs of the 1960's
that in high cost areas, construction starts
in public housing dwindled as the 1970's approached. 1
Trends in inflation in the 170's can only complicate
these problems. Not only the applicants and residents
of public housing are exneriencino the Problems connected
with low-income, but also the housing authorities themselves have felt the effects.
Public housing authorities do not have adequate
income, particularly when they must depend upon
their tenants, many of whom are too poor to
pay more than minimal rents for their costs.
The idea of raising the upper limit of inc3me
eligibility and permitting tenants to remain
in public housing despite increases in their
income would allow for a greater income mix
in public housing. But, with escalating costs
of maintenance, personnel, supplies, and
equipment, such raises in eligibility limits
and in rents would still be unable to cover
costs. There is a great need for operating
subsidies for public authorities.
In 1972 lack of maintenance funds for public
housing reached a nationwide crisis level,
which especially affected the elderly. Some
public housing authorities were forced to
evict those behird in rents and to raise
rents, resulting in deeper inroads into
fixed incomes and the 20% Social Security
increace. Thus the government was siving
with one hand through Social Security increases
and takin- away with the other by raisinr rents.
Public housinp rents currently cover only about
66 Percent of operating and routine maintenance
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1972 HTTD re ulations required that rentcosts.
paid by tenants of new niublic housin= projPcts
must cover R5 percent of the general maintenrcand orerating costs of these Drojec~s. . the,
Thp Preate't
poorest would have to be excluded.
impact will be felt by the poor elderly residents
who have no hope of increasing their income. . .7
Federal subsidies of this kind offer local housin- authorities
little incentive for efficient planning and operation.
Another factor that has contributed to the shortage
of public housing is that sometimes the need for housin
for the elderly has been underestimated.
Estimates. . .run low fecause of conceptions
In other words requests
of political realiites.
and estimates are determined by what politicians
feel have a chance of being approved by Congress,
or the President, or an appropriate state
Government agencies also feel
official.
pressure to minimize the estimate of need.
Increasingly, mild reform proposals become
no more than a mere rituaA, tinkering with
18
the lives of old people.
An unfortunate occurence that may have had a bearing
on how much money was appropriated for public housing
was that the "1970 Housing Census did not collect data
regardinF substandard housing because it was decided
substandard housinr was too subjective and the
-overnment was reluctant to develon objective measures
of inadequate housing. 19 Because of urgent requests
presumably from HUD or other federal agencies and private
groups to compile its estimates of substandard housing,
20
As a result of this
the Housing Census Bureau did so.
is shaped by
of
the
housing
problem
"public awareness
statistics that are conceptually inadequate and empirically
inaccurate.21
Three other factors that have deterred the expancion
of public housing ares
1)

Nixon's freeze in 1973 on the building of
public housing.

2)

Urban Renewal

3)

The Housing Act of l74.
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In 1973 TUixon ordered that the building of public
housing be halted for an indefinite period. There were
no immediate substitutes offered while an alternative
plan was being worked on. This action had a serious
impact on the availability of low-rent housing for the
poor elderly.
Urban Renewal was a federal program which came out of
the Housing Act of 1949. Its objectives were to tear
down dilapidated and deteriorating housing and replace it
with adequate housing. Unfortunately this plan was far
from successful.
A survey of Urban Renewal between 1949 and
December 1968 by the General Accounting Office
showed that government. . .tore down 3.5 units
for every 1 it put up. The same report
demonstrates how the program was used against
the poor minorities especially on behalf of
the rich. In the place of deteriorating
buildings went high-rise apartment buildings
for the affluent downtown areas. Between
1937 and 1968 only 650,000 units of low-income
housing were built compared to over
10 million
22
middle and upper-class dwellings.
Urban Renewal ended up destroying much more low-income housing
than it created. So in essence it had a negative result
for the poor elderly and of course other minorities.
The Housing Act of 1974 has radically altered national
housing policy by effectively curtailing the traditional
public housing program. Under the new program, designated
Section 8, HUD contracts directly with the owner of existing,
new, or rehabilitated units for the payment of the difference
between the fair market rent for the dwelling and the
tenant's contribution. This program puts the responsibility
of finding a place to live on the renter instead of on the
housing authorities. This type of arrangement could present
many problems for the elderly. Elderly persons may find
trahsportation and physical health a problem limiting their
ability to seek out adequate housing.
There are several physical and mental changes that
take place as a normal part of aging. Physical changes
may include a decrease in the performance of the body,
energy functions, vision, hearing, and movement.
Communication abilities may also be impaired. Because
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of these limitations, the design of housing for the elderly
is of particular importance. The special needs of the
elderly should be taken into careful consideration.
Older persons have a great deal to adjust themselves
to. "Loss becomes a predomninant theme in the emotional
experiences of older adults." 2 3 Loss of a husband, wife.
close friends and family can leave an older person feeling
very insecure and alone. Adequate housing that does not
burden them financially can alleviate some of the other
stresses they are forced to cope with as part of later
life. Many elderly can make a whole new life for themselves
in a public housing project designed for the elderly.
You've given us what we thou!ght we had lost
and would never have again-a future, a 73
year dd woman said on moving into hpr new
home in a project for the elderly.24
Policies and Programs Concerned with Housing for the Elderly
By looking at the programs and policies that have
been developed to deal with the problem, one gets a
broader perspective. The following is a list of programs
that have been formulated by the federal government to
deal with the housing problem of the elderly.
Historical Outline

1937t

Congress established a public housing
Drogram designed to produce dwelling units for
low-income families. Federal financing combined
with local responsibility; a community could
create a municipal corporation called a Local
Housing Authority to develop and manage units.
1949: In the Housing Act of 1949 Congress set
a goal of a decent home for every American familv.
19561 Congress passed legislation to make single
elderly eligible for public housing; increased
per room cost limit to enable construction of
housing designed for elderly within realistic
cost limits: housing for the elderly made eligible
for Federal Housing Administration (FHA) 207
mortgage insurance program.
1959: Congress, in National Housing Act. 1959.
authorized HUD 202 direct loan program to nonprofit sponsers for housing construction for
middle-income elderly. FHA 231 program for the
higher income elderly offered more sponser
options.
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i1 : Congress in the National HousinF Act of
19
established the 221(d)(3) program which made
housin" availsble for the elderly and non-elderly
families through increased options for sponsors.
1965: Congress in the Housin- and Prban Development
Act of 1965 established the rent supplemental
program for certain FHA develonments to help
reduce rent payments of low-income elderly
and non-elderly families.
1971:
lhite House Conference on Agin" recognized
growinr critical need and asked for more safe,
They
suitable, and economically priced housine.
recommended: A fixed rroportion of all Government funds--Federal, Ctate, and local-alloca'ed to housing and related services, shall
be earmarked for housin7 of 120,000 units per
year.
1972: Above goal not met.
19o73: All new 'overnmont subsidized housin7
construction, includinq elderly, frozen,
January 5.
19732: Proposed direct cash assistance to individuals,
in September. Section 23 leasing program released
from January freeze since principles of direct
cash assistance can be carried out under this section.
lc74:
Need continues to grow. Programs at
standstill.25
An important addition to the housing programs cited
above is the Brooke Amendment.
Senator Edward Brooke's (R-Mass.) amendment to
the 1969 Housing Act provided that people would
not have to pay more than 25 percent of their
income for public housin,.2h
It also authorized an additional t75 million
a year from Washington to help financially
beset local housing authorities meet the
maintenance operating costs that could not
.27
be met from rental income..
Goals in Respect to the Problem
In respect to the shortage of low-rent housing for
the elderly, the desired goal has been summarized in the
preamble of the White House Conference on Aginp' in 1071
(Section on Housing).
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A National policy on housing for the elderly
worthy of this Nation must enjoy a high priority
and must embrace not only shelter, but needed
services of quality that extend the span of
independent living in comfort and dignity in
and outside of institutions, as a right
wherever
2
the elderly live or choose to live. M
This goal is certainly within the reach of this country's
resources. The goal was also translated into measurable
terms.
A fixed proportion of all Government funds-Federal, State, and local--allocated to housing
and related services, shall be earmarked for
housing for the elderly, with a minimum
29
production of 120,000 units per year.
Although this may seem to be a reasonable objective, even
at that rate. . ."it would take over 20 years to replace
inadequate units and since actual building has been slower
than called for the present rate alters tIV figure to
23 years. Older people do not have 23 years to wait."130
Unfortunately,
been met.

the commitments and goals made have not

Despite these legislative measures enacted over
a period of three decades, actual progress has
been inadequate. . . .Congress's housing program
in 1949 mandated 135,000 low-rent public housing
units per year. Had that goal been met, by 1968
there would have been 2,575,000 such units. But
instead only 667,249 units had been completed,
according to the President's Commision on Urban
Problems chaired by the former Senator Paul
Douglas (D-Ill.)31
Another indication that the elderly are not getting
the housing that has been promised to them is that while
"38 percent of available public housing has been designated
for the elderly, as of 1970. only 18 percent was actually
occupied by older people."32
The National Association of Housinp and Redevelopment
Officials summarizes very well that the government is not
meeting its roals concerning housing in the following statement.

We are falling critically behind in producing
housin" to meet our basic national requirements
* .

.

The overriding conclusion about the state

of Amprican housing in October 1975 is that we
are not doing much about reversing the downward
slide, and we don't have much 3 time
left to avert
3
some disastrous consequences.
Based on the information about the effectiveness of the
programs designed to deal with housing for the elderly, it
is doubtful that there will be any drastic changes or
improvement in the situation. The shortage of housing
is even likely to increase because the population of older
persons is rising rapidly and for the most part their
incomes are not increasing to give them the ability to
pay high rents.
Intervention and Solutions
Careful strategies must be employed to effect the
change that is desired. To deal with the shortage of
public housing for the elderly, there needs to be involvement on the uart of all levels of government. The public
and the elected officials need to be educated to the
needs of the elderly. There neei to be co-operative efforts
in the solution of this problem. A resolution from the
1968 White House Conference on Aging stated that the
Federal government shall work directly with states
and their citizens to develop recommendations
and plans of action. . .which will serve the purpose
of providing housing suited to the needs 3 pf
4
older persons at prices they can afford.
At the individual level, members of communities
can become informed and aware of the problems the elderly
in that community are experiencing in regards to housing
and take an active part in correcting the situation.
The local housing authorities are instrumental in the
administration of public housing programs in cities and
communities.
All fundamental decisions whether to have a
public housing program at all, how many units
to have, where they should be located, what
specific variant of the program to use are in
the hands of the local authorities. 3 5
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Other suggestions for improvement in the public housin7
situation for the elderly are listed below:
1) Local authorities could have more involvement
in the planninq of housinF policies that will
affect their localities.
2) Less federal involvement and regulation of
local authorities.
3) More local government and citizen participation
in planning for local housing programs.
4) Involve more elderly residents in planning and
decision-makina about things that concern them.
5)

Better planning for housing location and design.

6) Have more manager expertise--management training
programs geared towards sensitivity to the needs
6
of the elderly and to technical aspects of housing.3
We must make sure that those given the responsibility
to design and produce housing know enough about
the range and character of older person's needs to
design build, and manage housing to meet those
needs.7
Sometimes political force on the part of citizen Proups
can raise consciousness and effect change. Diverse groups
of older people can band to7ether to represents their
interests and needs concerning housing. Pressure and
lobby.ng groups can be formed, as well as voting power
blocks. Mass media can be used to expose the inadequate
housing of many of our elderly. Citizen surveys on housing
can be done and published. The Gray Panthers are an organized
action group to bring about changes for older people.
Older persons have freedom, freedom to think,
reflect, and act. We are free to be involved
in large issues and controversies. We are free
to fight against the forces that suppress us
and also the forces that oppress other minorities deprived of freedom and selfhood. We
have nothing to lose and nothing to fear by
being so involved. Our pensions and social
security checks cannot be taken away. Our
jo:os and families canngt be put in jeopardy
by our actions. .. .
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Conclusion
Or Nation needs to re-order its priorities, aspirations
and values. "he shortage of adequate low-income housine
for the elderly is just one of the symptoms of the ageist
attitudes of our society. It happens to be a very important
one affectinT the lives of so many of the older people
of this country. Our values and actions concerninp the
elderly are paving the way for our own future when we
too will be old. We can not avoid or ignore this fact
of life forever, as so many people would like to.
Someday we may reap what we are now sowing in terms
ofour blatant disregard of the elderly. Perhaps
Dicken's Christmas Carol can be a lesson for the younger
people and decision-makers of our society. Perhaps
if we are perceptive, we can have a glimpse of our future,
a forewarninr of the fate we are preparing for ourselves.
Maybe we can have the chance to change our course of
action before it is too late for us and we find ourselves
living in the despair and degradation that we have
subjected so many of today's elderly to.
If we lurn our attention ani Pive priority to the
elderly that are now in need of a decent place to live
for a reasonable amount of rent such as that which public
housing offers, we will be allowing them the rip'hts
they deserve as human beings.
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BLOCK CLUBS AND SOCIAL ACTION:
A
CA wi. STUDY I
COiMUNITY CONFLICi
Iohan L. Kaul, AC6
Assistant Irofessor, 6ocial ,ork
Kent ztate University
Department of Sociology & Anthropology

A "Block Club" may be defined as a group of citizens in a neighborhood who get together and work together to improve their neighborhood. Kahn defines "block
organizing as a highly manageable technique, usually
"an urban technique" (1970:36).
In this context, "organizing may be viewed as a means of achieving and
guiding local control over problems that orginate elsewhere in society" (Ecklein & Lauffer 1972:11).
shereas
services focus on individual needs, organizing focuses
on the location of common problems and joint efforts
aimed at their solution. Community organizers have
generally used a natural leader-informal association
approach to organizing Block Clubs and their main concern seems to be the enhancement of social relationships
in order to bring about a greater capacity on the part
of some target population to deal with common problems.
This article illustrates the dilemmas, contradictions and tensions underlying the work of Block Clubs
in a neighborhood during 1970-71;
a neighborhood in
which the residents felt completely powerless to deal
with the consequences of a neighborhood bar. The Community Organization effort initiated with the assistance
of the author resulted in the closure of the neighborhood bar. The material for this article was developed
from the author's personal knowledge.
NEIGHBORHOOD CAFE:

A Community Problem.

The history of the problem, as reported by various
residents and home owners within the community, begins
when Mr. G, a first generation immigrant, opened a tavern around 1940 in the residential section of the neighborhood.
It was a family owned business where neighbors
would gather to drink beer, talk and relax. Within one
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year it became a popular, busy spot in the neighborhood
and so, in 1941, the tavern was remodelled. During
dorld 4ar II a large number of people seeking employment came to work for the companies within the city
and many of these people established their residence
in this neighborhood.
This influx of new residents
changed the hitherto neighborhood character of the cafe,
The social control withweakening its community roots.
in the cafe itself, previously maintained by the community members, became laxed, resulting in an increasing
number of fights in the bar. Affluent residents soon
began to abandon the neighborhood which was followed by
deteriorating public services and a chain reaction of
events ultimately helped foster slum conditions in the
neighborhood.
Mr. G decided to retire and his son took over the
management of the bar. The fights did not stop. The
bar's notoriety became known to the entire city and the
"How
residents began to hear the familiar question:
can you live in that dangerous neighborhood?" Taxi
drivers often refused to take passengers to and from
the neighborhood and the servicemen showed reluctance to
Ivr. G's son
come into the neighborhood at late hours.
seems to have managed the bar for several years and then
Mr. C and Mr. 14 leased
suddenly decided to lease it.
the business jointly in the mid-sixties at a time when
the bar clientele included people not only from neighboring cities but also from far away states. A few neighborhood residents still continued to patronize the bar;
however, most residents were afraid to even visit the
bar.
Fuller and 1,yers define a social problem as "a
condition which is defined by a considerable number of
persons as deviation from some social norm which they
Such a condition charcherish" (in Rainwater 1974:1).
acterized the response of residents in early 1970 when
they were asked to comment about the neighborhood problems. The cafe was their immediate and primary concern
but they were very reluctant to discuss any possible
solutions to the problem. The pressence of the bar had
drugs appeared to
created danger to life and property;
women did not pass the adjacent
be in plentiful supply;

streets alone;
no one walked in the neighborhood after
dark. Bar patrons parked cars on both sides of the
streets, in spite of the NO IARKING sign , and the
street corner near the cafe became a hazard to traffic.
4hen the problem was discussed it was done in whispers as most people believed that their views might be
reported to the bar patrons. Neighbors felt that the
very presence of dangerous men in the bar was reason
enough to keep quiet. A great deal of neighborhood life
involved the planning for defense against these various
dangers. The first line of defense, of course, is the
home. There was a desire to keep the house isolable
from its immediate surroundings;
at the most basic level
it was essential to have a door lock that worked.
One of
the frequent responses to the increasing crime in the
neighborhood was to "watch over each other" and "not open
your doors to strangers".
ORGANIIZING:

The beginnings.

The Community Organizer encouraged the community to
bring the problem into the open by actually making it
possible to talk about the cafe with residents in small
groups.
keople began expressing their feelings openly
and were surprised to-find that they were not getting
hurt.
In fact, the cafe soon became the only topic for
discussion whenever residents got together. It also
provided an opportunity for the residents to vent their
bottled-up feelings and thereby relax. They began to
look seriously at the following options:
(a) Should the bar be closed?
(b) Should the bar manager be told to maintain
his business properly?
(c) Should the State Liquor License Board be
approached about revoking the license of the
bar?
The community struggled with the formulation of a
workable strategy. Consideration of whether to use conflict or consensus figured largely in designing a strategy. NIost of the residents seemed to react negatively
to the idea of precipitating violent action;
instead
they favored discussing the problem with the bar manager.
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The residents felt that the bar manager would be hostile to their decision to close the bar and/or request
the State Liquor ioard to revoke the bar license.
The residents decided to invite the bar manager
to meet with the presidents of six block clubs from the
general area around the bar. The presence of the area
councilman was felt to be necessary in order that he
could hear the community's view and answer questions.
Mr. B, a local church usher and a home owner in the
neighborhood, compiled a list of cafe related crimes
and reported that killings, shootings, assaults, and
stabbings inside and outside the bar seemed to be the
most common crimes.
Nothing was done with the study for some time. A
previously scheduled block club sponsored training program kept the issue alive by providing a forum for exchange of ideas among the participants who represented
six blocks in the neighborhood. The cafe was frequently
discussed, and the pressures for taking action grew each
time participants met. Many began openly talking of
conflict as a strategy. The most obvious argument in
support of conflict for organizing the community and for
accelerating the pace of social change was that it usually works (Schaller 1970t172).
While many residents
criticized the means and others objected to the ends,
none denied that the use of conflict would cause nieghbors to rally to the cause and that it would hasten
change.
The majority among conflict strategists seemed to
be in favor of a more visible, open, and active conflict.
Although their views were not taken seriously, they did
succed in forcing the leadership to take action.
It was
decided that the first step would be to write a letter
to the bar manager asking him to come to a meeting with
the community leaders. Reverend W, a non-practicing
minister in his seventies who had lived in the neighborhood for 40 years, volunteered to draft the letter for
approval and to have it signed by all six block club
presidents. No "one" president would therefore be exposed to the anticipated hostility of the bar manager.
No one expressed it publicly, but there was fear in the
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hearts of the neighborhood people. zveryone felt more
but even with the joir.t
3ecure in a joint approach;
signatures, .ome nieiibor. felt that the pre.-ident
were doing a great -ervice and had shown a hi,_h reoard
for eneral community welfare at a conuiderable personal risk.
Discussions about the cafe became a rallying point
for the community to organize and a council of block
club presidents was formed. in its desire to do something good for the community, this council discussed
the cafe at its very first meeting and deputed I.r. B,
one of its members, to hand deliver the letter of irvitation to the bar management. 'ihis action produced
shock waves throughout the community and almost everyone
in the neighborhood Lot involved in debating the issue.
An appreshensive group predicted that the management
would ignore the letter. A .izable number of residents
believed that bringing the cafe problem into the open
would create new problems. A third Eroup of residents
were terrified to the point of obsession, believing that
annoyed patrons of the bar would harm the neighbors.
Juring these "action filled days" residents kept
each other informed through telephone calls and created
a state of an undeclared, revengeful, fiLht between an
undefined group of bar patror and the community. Lnce
the issue began to be analyzed another isue was born.
It wa.3 argued that the problei.. in and around the cafe
were not peculiar inasmuch as other bars in the city
4hy, then, single out a local
had similar problems.
business for liquidation and force people to pay outsiders for drinks' The council leadership did not address itself directly to this issue but adopted a "wait
and see" attitude, hoping that the meeting with the bar
mana6er might be fruitful so that the bar could operate
as a legitimate business in the community.
CONFRUhTATIi.:

[eeting with the bar manager.

A special neighborhood meeting with the bar manager was scheduled in the Community House. The leader
of the neighborhood group was a factory worker in his
he only women of the
sixties who was about to retire.
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ervices board.
group worked for the County Children .The other members of the group included the non-practicing clergyman, an unskilled laborer (who had recently renovated his home and was very proud of it), a
retired company worker (who spoke of himself as a church
man and a family man), and a younger person in his forties (who was working in a factory).
The woman member formally greeted the bar manager
There
and thanked him for coming to meet with the group.
was a brief pause and then the manager spoke. He indicated that he was in favor of maintaining peace and a
proper atmosphere in the neighborhood. he also stated
that he had done everything possible to run a decent business. However, he insisted that he had no control over
his clientele and did not have the necessary police protection. He surprised the group by informing them that
he kept a gun for his own safety. To the apparent disbelief of group members present, he also informed them that
he was willing to move out of the neighborhood if he
In the meantime
could secure a suitable place elsewhere.
he promised to take all necessary steps to keep to area
clean and to try to prevent any incidents in and around
his business.
The general reaction of the Lroup members was very
favorable toward the manager. The discussion that followed was directed toward the councilman who was present
throughout the discussion. The group wanted to know why
this neighborhood was not getting the degree of police
protection that would ensure safety to the neighborhood.
Members also felt strongly that the city should fulfill
its responsibility to provide such essentialL as trash
recepticles on the street corners and near the bar so
that the surrounding area could be kept reasonable clean.
As a result of this meeting community representatives tentatively accepted the bar manager's description
A more responsive and reof his position as accurate.
sponsible role by the councilman and other city officials
was desired. The meeting helped the group recounize the
need to meet with police officials and discuss with them
the lack of police protection and the increasinL amount
of serious crime in the community. The confrontation
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meetinL became a creative force. The council leadership
was more confident of itself and pleased to discover
that the bar manager was himself a victim of running a
business in an area where the neighborhood was suffering
from deprivation of services.
IMETI1.G vITH ThE IOLICE:
A conflict ends without resolution.
-aul Alinsky of the Industrial Areas Foundation
argues that "controversy has always been the seed of
creation" (in Rose 1964:145). lie insists that the uue
of conflict can be justified, not only because it works,
but also because it provides the most fertile ground for
creative thinking.
Conditions seemed to improve in and around the bar
and the general feeling was that the bar managers were
demonstratin- their genuine interest in running a good
neighborhood business. However, feelings against the
councilman ran high. To the neighborhood residents he
represented the city's power structure. "The structure"
Hunter wrote, "is that of a dominant policy-making group
using the machinery of government as a bureaucracy for
the attainment of certain goals coordinate with the interests of the policy making group" (1953:102). The
councilman stated that it was his duty to do what a
broad section of the community wanted him to do. In
actuality, he was not taking any meaningful steps that
would have demonstrated his concern for the neighborhood
and its improvement.
Community leaders pursued aggressively for a meeting with police officers. The council leadership believed that there could be no effective reduction of bar
related incidents unless these issues were addressed
openly and honestly with the police. kolicemen and members of the community are remote from one another, and
fear and hostility exist on both sides. The police represent what they perceive to be legitimate authority,
while the community all too frequently perceives this
authority to be misused at the very least, or illegitimate, erratic, and oppressive at the worst.
The police officers did not seem enthusiastic about

cominL to the neighborhood to meet with the community
leaders. however, a meeting date was mutually agreed
upon and the residents were invited to meet with the
police officers in the downtown safety building. The
community leaders accepted the invitation and appointed
a general committee in preparation for the meeting.
Each block club was encouraged to select a minimum of 5
residents for the meeting and arrange for their transportation to downtown.
On the meeting day the residents assembled in a
big hall of the safety building. The hall had comfortable chairs and the residents took seats as they came
in. Three police officers arrived. The senior officer
positioned himself on a raised platform and welcomed
the audience. The other two officers stood on either
side of him. The senior police officer spoke at length
and used a lot of statistical information to explain
the crime situation in the city. He also described and
highlighted the problems that police officers face in
the discharge of their duties.
This audience was perhaps different from most of
the audiences the police officers had handled. Irimarily, this was a group of well organized, concerned residents who were not here only to complain, but also to
demand decisive action be taken in relation to their
complaints. The police officers were apparently surprised and seemed reluctant to tackle a group of citizens who were not "angry" in the usual sense of the
term. This proved to be rather unfortunate.
After hearing a long lecture, the neighbors expressed their willingness to report and even help in
identifying any undesirable activity in the neighborhood. Surprisingly, the police officers did not utilize this opportunity to work out a joint program of
fighting crime in the neighborhood. Their main concern seemed to be in highlighting problems and obstacles of police work due to the techniques of sophisticated criminals.
Most of the residents liked the idea of sitting
down with the police officers and also appreciated

their willingness to hear what the community had to
however, they were dissatisfied with the outcome
say;
of the meeting.
One condition of the meetin6 that particularly annoyed the residents was the seating arrangements in the hall.
ihe whole idea of turning the
hall into a classroom where the presiding officer took
it upon himself to address the audience seemed unnecessary. The community representatives felt that the
meeting would have been more informal and much more
would have been accomplished in a "roundtable" type of
atmosphere.
I.onetheless, it was felt that everything ,,,as not
in vain. The community very ably demonstrated the lack
of adequate police protection in their neighborhood and
secured the number of police cars assigned to patrol
the neighborhood. The audience also got an assurance
that the police patrol in the area would be increased
if necessary. The cafe came into sharp focu. for the
first time;
at least a beginning in communications was
made.
TRAGEDY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD:
Change process is speeded up.
C , a resident of the neighborhood, fatally shot
Those
J.* at the cafe and the community was horrified.
-ections of the community who would have let the cafe
Cut
remain undisturbed reassesed their own thinking.
SOlEof this tragedy came an uneasy understanding:
KILLING.!I
ThING i.UT BE JOLE TO .TOW TFH.E 11h. LL
As a result of this unfortunate incident, the ,
Street Block Club took the initiative and convened a
special meeting;
an open discussion followed the treaThe lack of police protection and the
surer's report.
cafe problem were discussed at length. It was decided
by the group that in cooperation with other block clubs
in the neighborhood, steps would be taken to close the
bar.
For the first time, a group of residents directly
affected by the problem (the street being very close to
the bar) had come up with a clear-cut decision. In

pursuance of this important decision, Ihrs. L attended
the adjacent street's block club meeting as a Luest and
received overwhelming support for the decision to close
the bar.
they
The new leaders took another important step;
encouraged the local newspaper to write about cafe related problems in the neighborhood. Consequently, a story
was published in the _unday magazine and the cafe problem reached practically everyone in the larger community.
people from all walks of life and from all parts of the
city called for further information and many people offered help. This further created an atmosphere of hope
and the residents began to feel that they were not alone
in this matter.
The councilman immediately informed the community
leaders that a city official had been deputed to investigate and report on the possibility of revoking the
license of the bar.
COUNCIL 1hOVES DECISIVELY:

Close the bar.

The council of block club presidents met to assess
the situation. Residents of two streets appeared before the community council, pleaded for immediate action, and promised their full support. The council deliberated at length and finally decided to proceed to
close the bar. Reverend 4 was authorized to meet with
the Director of the Board of Elections to explore the
possibility of Letting the issue on the November ballot
Legally, residents of the precinct
as a local option.
in question and onc adjoining precinct can decide whether beer or liquor can be sold by the glass in the
precinct provided that:
(a) 15 percent of the registered voters sign a
petition from the precinct where the bar is
located.
(b) 15 percent of the registered voters sign from
the adjacent precinct.
The petitions thus signed must be notarized and submitted 90 days before the general election. The board
of Elections review the petitions and if they are in
order the is-ue is placed on the ballot as a local option.

The council leadership accepted the challenge and
planned their actions very carefully. A person to person, decentralized campaign was agreed upon. The petitions were distributed among six presidents who undertook the responsibility to contact and canvass the registered voters on their streets. It turned out to be
a superb organizational effort. Three streets alone
had the requisite number of signatures.
At their regular meeting, the Board of Elections
reviewed and approved the petition and the council of
block club presidents was informed. This news was received with joy and enthusiasm. For the first time,
perhaps, the residents felt that they had some control
over their neighborhood and its condition. The residents also felt that they now had at least some control
over the value of their property, which was, after all,
their biggest investment.
Interest
LOCAL BUSINESSES MEET:
groups threaten the outcome.
As the sample ballots became available, the comIt became apparent that
munity took a closer look.
there were three grocery stores, a club, and two neighborhood bars selling and serving beer and liquor within the community. The club and two bars would have to
close if the voters decided to vote the two precincts
dry. The three stores would suffer heavy economic
loss.
Up until this realization, the political and
economic elite of the neighborhood did not seem to be
Now,
concerned about the problems created by the cafe.
however, they became very actively interested. They
met and decided to organize a counter-offensive. fioney
for this objective was of course no problem.
A political party candidate running for election
in the neighborhood associated himself completely with
this private interest group. A deal was suggested:
the local neighborhood businessmen would meet with the
cafe manager and pressure him to keep his business under control and the candidate for city council would
use his influence for immediate action if the cafe
continued to remain a problem. In return the issue was
The businessmen promised
to be defeated at the polls.

that they would Let involved and support neighborhood
A ection of the community leadership was
programs.
"We are against the
convinced and accepted the deal.
cafe and not all the businesses" became their slogan.
The voters were encouraged to defeat the issue at the
polls.
A few concerned residents did not accept this deal;
instead they Lot together arid intensified their own campaign. A door to door, person to person, friend to
friend, neighbor to neighbor contact was established.
"This is our only chance" became their slogan. Voting
was very heavy at the polls, but the community decided
to close the cafe by a small margin. The long history
of the cafe ended in early 1972 when the managers closed
the doors for good.
SOKE POLICY II-i.LICATIOI.
The foregoing account has policy implications for
(a) those planning social action at the local level;
(b) individuals and businesses with interests in innercity areas;
(c) planners and legislators at local and
(d) social service agencies in innerstate levels;
city areas; and (e) those interested in better policecommunity relations.
Such policy implications are summarized as follows:
(a) Policy issues fQr those planning social action at the local level:
Continued socialability, coupled with lack of long term ideological committment, tends to weaken the
progress of groups that undertake social action. Groups planning such action may perhaps see early progress if they seek expert
advice, discourage excessive socializing and
encourage ideological committment.
(b) Policy issues for individuals and businesses
in inner-city areas:
Those with interests in
inner-city areas may face social action there
as soon as leadership for such action develops.
The demands of such leadership are
likely to be for community control.
6udden
changes may have harmful effects on local resources.
,olicitation for funding from and
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(c)

(d)

(e)

joint planning with local, state and federal
level- of Lovernment way help in peaceful
transition. Also, elected officiaL3 from the
area should be involved by the local leadership in such agressive solicitation.
lolicy izsues for planners and legislators:
New legislation may be necessary to allocate suitable sites for bars outside residential area-.
The existing laws concerning the
closing of neighborhood bars need to be
changed so that neighborhood resident's action against trouble spots need not be cumbersome or too inclusive.
Policy issues for social service agencies in
inner-city areas:
.ocial service agencies in
inner-cities have traditionally depended on
middle and upper income groups for leadership
and resources. Citizen groups committed to
peaceful change in neighborhoods may provide
the future leadership of these agencies and
as partners they can he helpful in changing
the middle class image of the agencies.
Policy issues for police:
The popular view
is widespread that crime can be reduced if
only more police are put on the streets.
Preventive patrol, for so long the fundamental police strategy, means having officers
walk or drive through their beats whenever
they are not answering a specific call for
serivce or assistance. Their continuous,
moving presence, the theory goes, will deter
crime.
Recent studies have indicated that
this is not necessarily true.
"Community
.Dervice" approach strategy is suggested to
replace patrol Strategy in inner-city areas.
It is based on the assumption that if officers become familiar with the neighborhoods
in which they work, and if they take larger
responsibilities for following through on
requests for assistance as well as complaints
of crime, they will win the people's confidence and elicit their cooperation in solving
or preventing crime.
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PN !'1LYSI3 0F POLITICAL VIOLENCE
WITH RAIFICATIONS FOR OPTIONS OF RESPONSE
James Lubben
United Way of Eastern Fairfield County
205 Middle Street
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06604

The latter years of the Sixties brought a wave of political
violence to this country that paled the face of America in startled
fear and utter disbelief. Unrest on college campuses, racial conflict,
spiraling crime rates, and civil disobedience related to the Viet Nam
War caused many Americans to identify this period as one of the most
violent in U.S. History. Such a sense of public paranoia swept the
country that on July 29, 1967 President Johnson issued Executive Order
11365 establishing a National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders.
The nation remained tense and June 1968 saw the creation of the National
Commission on Causes and Prevention of Violence.
Though the 1970's have seen less urban upheavel, political violence is still prevalent in the United States as witnessed by the latest
rash of political kidnanpings. Violent deaths and damage resulted from
last year's independent truckers strike. The beginning of another
school year introduced further racial violence in such cities as Boston
as attempts were made to integrate their school systems. Farmers in the
Midwest recently carried out threats of premature slaughter of young
livestock hoping that such actions would force governmental response.
These acts of violence lead one to believe that olitical violence
has been, is, and probably will continue to be common in America. Given
the assumption of the prevalence of political violence, each American
must ask what are the causes of political violence and what can be done
about it? More particularly the profession of social work must examine
what options it can exercise in resnonse to political violence.

DEFINITION OF POLITICAL VIOLENCE
A number of oolitical scientists and socioloists have rendered
an analysis of political violence examining the causes of such violence.
perhaps the most comprehensive and theoretical analysis was made by
Ted Gurr. He defines political violence as 'collective attacks within
a political community a-Rinst the political rei-imc, its actors-inclu-
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ding competing political groups as well as incumbents - or its policies"

(Gurt, 1970).
Political violence
implies a mode of behavior that is designed to
inflict physical injury to people or damage to property. This behavior
often is motivated by a dissatisfaction with the perceived status of
current political arrangements. A violent attack on a political actor
also can be considered an act of political violence since it often has
political ramification even though it may not have been initially politically motivated. Last year's mugging and robbery of a Southern Senator brought strong cries for action on Capitol Hill even though such
acts of violence are prevalent in Washington, D.C.

CAUSES OF POLITICAL VIOLENCE
Gurr proposes that the potential
for collective
violence is a
function of the extent and intensity of shared discontent among members of a society. This becomes a potential for political violence in
as much as members of society blame the political system or its agents
for such discontent.
Collective discontent stems from the way values are allocated in
a political system.
Values can be defined to include "the desired
events, objects, and conditions for which men strive", (Gurrt, 1970:25).
Value@ can be categorized into 1) welfare values - values that contribute directly to physical well-being and self-realization,
2) power
values - values that determine the extent to which men can influence
the actions of others and avoid unwanted interference in their own
actions and 3) interpersonal values - values of psychological
satisfactions found in non-authoritative inter-action with others. (Gurr,

1970:25-26).
REUATIVE DEPRIVATION
Ourt believes that collective discontent is a result of a generalized feeling of relative deprivation.
Relative deprivation is a perceived discrepancy between men's value expectations and value capabilities. Value expectations include those goods and conditions to which
men believe they are rightly entitled and value capabilities include
those goods and conditions that men conceive they are capable of obtaining or maintaining.
The potential
the perceptions of
value capabilities
most importance
is
discontent that is

for political violence then is quits dependent upon
members of society.
Their value expectations and
may be based in the reality of their society but of
their perception of that reality.
The generalized
the potential for political violence is based upon

a perception of a discrepancy between a perception of one's value
expectation and a perception of one's value capabilities.
The important distinction in Gurr's construct is the difference of
relative deprivation as opposed to the mere existence of deprivation.
The perceived difference between what people in society get and what
they think is due them is more of a causal factor in political violence
than what people in society are actually getting. Trotsky has written:
"In reality, the mere existence of privations is not enough to cause an
insurrection;
if it were, the masses would always be in revolt."

(Brinton, 1952:34).
Gurr delineates three major patterns of relative deprivation relevant to an increased potential for political violence:
decremental
deprivation, aspirational deprivation, and progressive deprivation. In
decremental deprivation the value expectations of members of society
remain constant but their capabilities of obtaining or maintaining these
values decreases over time. Aspirational deprivation is the result of a
collective groups value capabilities remaining constant but their expectations rise. A progressive deprivation results from a rise in both
value capabilities and value expectations however the rise of value
expectations outstrips that of capabilities. (Gurr, 1970).
An example of a progressive deprivation pattern is given by the
Kerner Commission when they list as one
of the basic causes of the
summer urban riots
of 1967 being frustrated hopes.
They report that
"the expectations aroused by the great
judicial and legislative victories of the civil
rights movements have led to frustrations, hostility,
and cynicism in the face of a persistent gap between promise and
fulfillment."
(U.S. National Advisory Commission, 1968:204).
RELATED FINDINGS
Robert Pogelson indicates that along with an unprecendented rise in
the expectations of Blacks, Blacks also "were more conscious of their
deprivations indeed, deprivation had a whole new meaning for them;
they were dissatisfied with conditions that their fathers and grandfathers would have found tolerable (or at any rate inevitable)" (Fogelson,
1971:23). Blacks came to perceive the relative nature of their deprivation in comparison to a new Black reference group: White America. Their
discontent became directed at the American political system and its actors.
The Kerner Commission enumerated a number of basic causesfor the
violence of the summer of 1967.
The Commission indicates that three
basic causes involve deprivation: 1) pervasive racial discrimination
and segregation, 2) Black migration to major cities and a White exodus
resulting in depleted city resources to create a crisis of deteriorating

facilities and services and unmet needs, and (3) Black ghettos. The
Commission adds that three other rjuses act az a 3,,talvst on the oreviously listed causes. These new fctors involve the Blck perceivin,
the relative nature of his deprivation and the selection of violence
as an exiression of discontent. These factors are: (1) frustrated
hopes aroused by the civil rights movement, ["The dramatic strupgrle for
equal rights in the South has sensitized Northern Negroes to the economic inequalities reflected in the deprivations of ghetto life." (U.S.
National Advisory Commission., 1968: 204)], (2) Blacks came to believe
that they were beinp exploited politically and economically by the
White "power structure", and (3) a climate legitimized violence as a
form of protest.
These basic causes were a volatile mixture that needed only a
spark to result in the actualization of violent acts. The Commission
felt that such a spark came from the incitement and encouragement of
violence by extremists and the police who came to symbolize White power.
"All of the major outbursts were precinitated by the arrests of blacks
for minor offenses by white police."
(U.S. National Advisory Commission,
1968:204-6)
The police were seen by Blacks as Pctors in a political
system which was responsible for their discontent.
Crane Brinton's historical analysis of revolution supports Gurr's
concept of relative deprivation as an important aspect of political
violence. Brinton found that "economic grievances-usually not in the
form of economic distress, but rather a feeling on the part of some of
the chief enterprising groups that their opportunities for getting on
in this world are unduly limited by political arrangements-would seem
to be one of the symptoms of revolution." (Brinton, 1952:36). In
other words an imnortant symptom of revolutions is the existence of a
group that blames the political system for impeding their caoabilities
to realize value expectations.
LOCUS OF POLICY CHANGE
In order to restore an equilibrium between value expectations
and value capabilities, three major levels of political policy may be
attacked as the locus of necessary change. These policy levels include (1) the basic value system that underlies the sccial order--constitutional issues, (2) the way in which this value system is carried
out-rules-of-the--ame issues, and (3) specific activities or programs
to distribute the values-programmatic issues.
The political violence of the 1960's involved primarily rules6
of-the-game issues. "Hence the 19 0's riots were attempts to alert
America, not renounce its principles. They were not insurrections,
and not becpuse blacirs lacked the numbers, powers, an, leaders but

(Fogelson,
rather because they wanted a change in norms not in values"
1971:12-3). Blacks subscribed to the basic values of America but were
unsatisfied with the ways those values were being carried out. Similarly
most of the participants in the demonstrations against the Viet Nam War
did not oppose the constituted value system of America, but these demonstrators vocally opposed many governmental activities which were being
practiced in the name of those same constituted values. George McGovern
attempted to capitalize on this widespread discontent with his plea
"Come Home America".
Political violence involving programmatic and rules-of-the-game
issues would tend to be in the form of turmoil and result in spontaneous
and rather unorganized strife such as riots, strikes, and demonstrations.
Political violence involving constitutional issues would tend to be
either highly organized with limited participation (conspiracies) or
else highly organized with widespread participation (internal war).
VIOLENCE POLITICIZED
Not all collective violence needs to have political motives but
a cross-national study indicates that in an overwhelming number of cases
there were apparent political motives for the civil strife, (Gurr, 1971).
Economic and social motives were much less likely to be factors in civil
6
strife. This same study also found that in the 1950's and 19 0's people
were more interested in and dissatisfied with economic concerns rather
than political issues. Similarly it was found that economic deprivation
was more closely correlated with the total magnitude of civil strife than
political deprivation. Gurr states: "The implication is that most discontents in the world are not political but politicized", (Gurr, 1971:
179).
Pnother finding of this cross-national study was that political
actors were the most likely target of civil strife.
Gurr suggests that discontent is even more aot to be directed at
the political system today. He gives two characteristics of contemporary societies that help focus diverse discontent on the political
(1) "the ambiguity of origin of many deprivations in increassystem:
ingly complex societies", and (2) "the widening scope of governmental
responsibility in fact and in popular expectation for resolving value(Gurr, 1971:179).
distribution conflicts and generating new values."
CAUSAL SEQUENCE REVIEWED
Reviewing the causal sequence of political violence as outlined
in this article, a society would first possess a group that experienced
deprivation of desired events, objects, and conditions which that group
sought. That group would perceive that this deprivation was dissonant
with what values they expected to be allocated to them. This group
would exoerience discontent which would become politicized in as much
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as that group blamed the political system for their plight. Finally if
this discontent were sufficiently extensive and intensive, that society
would experience the actualization of violent acts against political
objects and actors.
ALTERNATIVES
This sequential model of the causes of political violence can act
as a catalyst to illuminate potential options that can be exercised in
response to political violence. The options fall into three major classes:
(1) Support political violence as a means to accomplish a desired end,
(2) Strengthen the means of forceful social control to reduce the likelihood of any extensive expression of political violence, or (3) Alleviate
the causes of relative deprivation that lead to political violence.
POLITICAL VIOLENCE AS A STRATEGY
The first option of support of political violence raises many
ethical questions for a profession such as social work. How far can one
go in the expression of political violence as a strategy to accomplish
some desired end? Certainly the accepted community organization strategy
of "contest" borders on a strategy that sanctions the use of political
violence.' Many of the actions of social workers in the Sixties resulted
in violence against property and in some cases violence against persons.
Saul Alinsky and Harry Specht have wrestled with this very question of
the moral limits of social change agents in conflict situations (Alinsky,
1972 and Specht, 1969). Unfortunately there are no clear answers to the
question though such issues should be raised prior to engagement in social
change activity to permit the change agent to define his limits in his own
mind. This writer would be hard pressed to justify the use of violence
that results in physical injury to people if for no other reason than the
belief that such an activity has an extremely high probability of being
counterproductive. This is in spite of a belief of the necessity of
major change in our society in terms of "rules-of-the-game" issues and
"programmatic" issues.
Occasionally riots, strikes, and demonstrations that do not
result in the conspired infliction of physical injury appear to be viable
and necessary social change strategies. Michael Betz examined Piven and

1.) See Roland L. Warren, "Types of Purposive Social Change At The
Community Level", (in Readings in Community Organization Practice,
Edited by Ralph M. Kramer and Harry Specht, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1969, pp. 205-222.

Cloward's contention that social pressure and unrest are required in
order to expand welfare relief programs (Betz, 1974). Betz studied the
change of expenditures for welfare programs over the decade of the Sixties
in the forty-three largest cities in the United States. He found that
the twenty-three cities which experienced a major riot had twice the
percentage of increase in welfare expenditures as opposed to the twenty
cities that had experienced either no riots or only minor riots during
the Sixties
The results of the utilization of political violence are often
unpredictable and counterproductive. The demonstrative activities of the
Sixties lead to a backlash in the form of "Law and Order" and many other
Watergate types of espionage on private citizens. "Public protest in the
United States is a slow and unwieldy instrument of social change that
sometimes insoires more obdurate resistance than favorable change." (Graham
and Gurr, 1969: 817). Even though controlled and restrained political
violence should prove to be an effective strategy, the ethical question of
how far one is willing to go in order to effect social change must be at
least nersonally resolved.
TRANQUILITY THROUGH COERCION
The second major option in response to political violence is to
strengthen the means of social control in order to reduce the probability
that any groups would risk open conflict. In many ways the cry for "Law
and Order" in the 1970 elections was a cry for the utilization of forceful
means of social control. It is ironic and yet instructive to recognize
the current plight of many of the then most avid politicizers of "Law and
Order".
The public has been served an unfortunate lesson through Watergate
as to how various public agencies, though overtly designed to serve some
desired public purpose, can covertly be utilized to exert despicable
social coercion on that same public. Most Americans were alarmed to learn
of an actual White House "Enemies List" and how the Nixon Administration
had requested the Internai Revenue Service to audit the taxes of "anyone
attending a rock festival or burning a draft card". The nature of
President Ford's pardon of Nixon has permitted the perpetuation of an
Orwellian Big Brother paranoia in our country.
What most Americans have only recently recognized, welfare recipients have known for a long time. Besides the semi-national police system,
the national welfare system in our country has possessed and utilized
some of the most coercive means of social control. Piven and Cloward
(1971) have done much to alert all of us as to the regulatory functions
of nublic welfare. Goroff's (1974), more recent exploration of social
welfare as coercive social control concludes with a call for a major

restructuring of the public welfare system based unon the principle
that all human beings are entitled to an adequate level of financial
assistance as a right. That value judgement can not only be supported
on moral hortatory grounds but it also makes sense as a viable alternative
to the expression of nelitical violence. P resnonse to generalized discontent that relies upon force and coercion to minimize violence is at
best indeterminate. "If popularly supported, public force will contain
specific outbreaks of private violence, but is unlikely to prevent their
recurrence. Pt worst, public force will so alienate a people that terrorist and revolutionary movements will arise to challenge and ultimately
overthrow the regime."
(Graham and Gurr, 1969:815).
ERADICATION OF RELATIVE DEPRIVATION
The third option that one might employ in response to nolitical
violence is to alleviate the causes of relative deprivation that led to
political violence. Eradication of relative deprivation can be achieved
either through lowering a group's value expectations or through the
enablement of that group's value capabilities in order that they might
achieve their value expectations. Social work does utilize the strategy
of lowering value expectations often under the guise of enabling the client
to better view "reality".
On another level the profession has similarly
been associated with the perpetuation of rigid means tests that abetted
the denial of "unworthy" individuals of even partially realizing their
value expectations. Those "worthy" individuals who are fortunate enough
to meet the subjective means tests are maintained at levels of support
that are well below our society's own stated standards of poverty.
Similarly many family service agencies have sliding fee schedules that
in essence price their product right out of the real world of many low
and moderate income families.
The preferred alternative is to exert an effort to alleviate the
conditions that caused the discontent that resulted in violence. These
conditions are those that unduly inhibit the realization of an individual's
or group's value expectations. As previously mentioned in this paper three
areas are appropriate for change in this regard.
First one must examine
the constituted value system of a society to identify potential value
statements that need either admendment or further clarification. The
"Bill of Rights" is an excellent example of the clarification of the
constituted value system of a society in an effort to help insure the
enhancement of individual and group value capabilities. A more recent
example would be the women's right admendment that is currently awaiting
ratification by various states. Efforts to enact change of constituted
values often finds the change agent working through the legislative
processes. However, another level of involvement for the change agent
includes the whole "consciousness raising" strategy as exemplified in
the current women's movement.
The second level of policy change in a society involves various
rules-of-the-game questions. Since the rules are often stated in laws
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of a society this level of chanTe jlso is primarily arcomplished in the
eislative arena. However, many changes of policy on this level are
also wrought through various crurt decisions and the efforts of some
lepal aid lawyers have been most nroductive in this regard. It also
appears that social workers could capitalize on the works of Galbraith
(1973) to point out how the constraints ofa non-competitive planning system economy virtually guarantees profits for giant corporations at great
expense to the rest of society. On the same token the economic theories
of Boulding and others which posit a grants economy could prove to be a
most valuable vehicle to raise public consciousness to the current government largesse to wealthy America while at the same time bombing middle
2
Such efforts could
and poor America in the name of a war on inflation.
potentially change various tax rules and other laws that unduly inhibit
the attainment of many individual's and group's value expectations.
A third level of change involves programmatic issues. A recent
article by Williamson spells out six different types of programmatic
3
Social Workers have had
anproaches to poverty that have been attempted.
alot to do with both the success and failure of these aoproaches. Congress
may legislate an anti-poverty program but recent history with CEO had
elucidated the vast potential influence that administrators have over
4
Since social work is inthe actual implementation of such programs.
timately involved with the carrying out of various welfare programs, this
level of potential change is probably the likely locus of social work
involvement even though change at this level is marginal by definition.
This brief exnosition of potential levels of change in order to
enhance an individual or group's value capabilities was not meant to be
exhaustive. Many more strategies and levels of involvement could be
explored for a social worker concerned about the eradication of relative
deprivation. No doubt there are nearly as many strategies as there are
social workers who take up this cause.
An effort to eliminate the conditions that cause discontent may
greatly tax the resources of a society but such efforts pose less serious
problems than do other alternatives. The Kerner Commission concluded that

2.) Various writings by Boulding. A good beginning is: Kenneth Boulding,
Martin Pfaff, and Janos Horvath, "Grants Economics: A Simple Introduction",
American Economist, XVI (Spring 1972), pp. 19-35.
3.)
John B. Williamson, "National Income Insurance: Some Implications
for Political and Economic Inequality", Journal of Sociology and Social
Welfare, II (Fall 1974), pp. 27-38. Besides listing the six major types
of anti-poverty programs that have been tried, Williamson makes a case
for another type which is national income insurance. A subsequent article
by Williamson in that same issue examines the case against a national
income insurance prorram.
4.) Gawthrop has recently written a book which examines the role of the
program administrator in social change. Louis C. Gawthron, Administrative Politics and Social Change, New York: St. Martins Press, 1971.
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"none of us can escape the consequences of the continuing economic and
social decay of the central city and the closely related problem of
rural poverty. The convergence of these conditions in the racial
ghetto and the resulting discontent and disruption threatens democratic
values fundamental to our progress as a free society." (U.S. National
Advisory Commission, 1968:410).
CONCLUSION
In summary violence appears to stem from an awareness of a group's
relative deprivation and in as much as the group blames the political
system for its deprivation there is a potential for nolitical violence.
It also appears that for a number of reasons violence is more likely to
become politicized today than in the past. Forced means of social control
to minimize violence are often ineffective over time though they may
initially be effective. A preferred alternative to violence is the eradication for social and economic inequalities that are the causes of discontent. The profession of social work has a moral commitment to assist
in such eradication, but extra motivation to engage in such social action
to alleviate social and economic injustices is the minimization of the
potential for violence and the maximization for human growth. As Martin
Luther King (1967) has written: "Social justice and progress are the
absolute guarantors of riot orevention. There is no other answer. Constructive social change will bring certain tranquillity; evasion will
merely encourage turmoil."
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QUEUEING OR CREAMING?

WIIl OR LOSE

Neil A. Cohen, Ph.D.
University of Louisville
Kent School of Social Work

ABSTRACT
A review of the Work Incentive Program (WIN) provides
insight into some of the issues and options confronting manpower planners and administrators. It becomes apparent that
the strategies regularly utilized and reinforced by federal
funding practices can clearly be labelled as "creaming."
The "queueing" model is presented as an alternative decisionmaking process that appears more likely to lead to rational
and purposive outcomes for manpower programs.

CREAMING
Creaming procedures are those strategies that select the
"most workable" and "most readily placeable" candidates from
among a pool for entry into a placement system while the least
workable and most troublesome candidates are relegated to a
"hold" position--in short, the "cream" is selected, or skimmed
from the top.
S.M. Miller et allargue that efforts to improve the
condition of those at the top of the bottom strata of society
(hard-core unemployed would be included as people living in
chronic poverty), often leave the bottom-most untouched, and
in terms of relative deprivation, worse off than before.
Seven years of experience within the public welfare system
in California and a two year examination of the WIN Program in
three mid-western states, indicate that the major decisionmaking process is "creaming," and is inappropriate to the program goals, i.e., the movement of the hard-core disadvantaged,

The writer wishes to gratefully acknowledge the assistance of,
David Gochman, Ph.D., Kent School of Social Work, University of
Louisville, for critiquing earlier drafts of this paper.
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suffering from chronic, structural unemployment, into gainful
jobs. "Creaming" procedures in the delivery of services,
result in the poorest being the most likely to be excluded or
left behind at each of the four steps through which they must
successfully pass:
1. Presentation
a) Who is notified of the program?
b) What impression does the program make on its audience?
c) Is the program or service accessible to people who find
it appealing and would like to participate in it?
2. Admission
a) What happens to people who apply for a service or
program?
b) How do agencies treat them?
3. Completion
a) Who completes a program?
b) What is involved in their completing it?
c) Completion of a program is conditioned by the effort a
person must expend to remain in a program, the willingness of the agency to keep him, the continuation of
the program itself, and the amount of benefit he believes
he is receiving or will receive from the program training.
4.

Aftermath
a) Does anyone benefit from the services?
b) If so, who?
c) How lasting is their benefit?
d) Does the improvement in the individual's life help him
obtain other benefits for himself or others?

Creaming results from a set of related factors: One of these
is the relative ease of assimilating into a system those new
persons that are similar to persons already in the system.
Another is the heightened uniformity, efficiency, and productivity
that results from such similarity. Third, as Miller3 suggests:
"exclusion of persons less socialized to middle-class styles and
current agency practices allows older institutions to avoid largescale changes; those most amenable to existing programs are chosen
or asked to participate."
"Creaming can also serve to maintain the status quo of the
larger society. It co-opts the potential or actual leader of
the poor and leaves untouched those poor who may be too miserable
to pressure for change."

Thus, by including only the ipwardly mobile poor, a social
welfare program is more likely to have "success."

The Lelf-

fulfilling prophecy for some social service agencies of creating an impressive track record, getting additional funds as a
result, and utilizing these monies to create a yet more impressive "success" story, is a reality.
Unfortunately for the hard-core unemployed, that portion
of reality which is often overlooked, is what becomes of them
after completing a manpower program. Too often, the ability to
procure additional and larger private and federal grants becomes
an end in itself, and the means to these monies, the enrollees,
are manipulated in accordance with creaming strategies. 5
Thus, many manpower programs are confronted with conflicting objectives. Their efforts to reduce risk, to establish a
successful performance record based on placing on jobs the
"easiest to place," and to help those most likely to succeed
who don't need the benefit of assistance, all combine to work
against the objective of providing meaningful, useful services
for the hard-core unemployed.
6

In a recent study of decision-making in the WIN Program,
it was discovered that in two years the Department of Labor
created more jobs for the members of the research team (staff
of four) than it did for the entire WIN operation in that Midwest City. Only one welfare recipient was placed on a job
through the WIN Program in 24 months!

Creaming is a particularly successful program strategy
when the economy provides fewer jobs than there are people
actively seeking employment. The staffs of job-training, jobdevelopment, and job-placement programs are thus encouraged
to be quite selective in whom they choose to prepare (educate,
train, refer, orient) for future employment. Those who are
not the most desirable, nor easily worked with, are processed,
promised, and placed in such WIN Program components as administrative "hold," job-ready "hold," and between-program "hold."
The creaming process thus has a disturbing and debilitating
effect on the enrollee especially on males. Many enrollees drop
out of the program or merely go through the motions of participating. For the majority of people who enroll in the WIN prom-an
with the expectation of a job and don't get one, the experience
reinforces the cycle of bitterness, disappointment, failure,
frustration, and alienation.

In spite of federal policy and regulations to the contrary,
staffs continue to make intuitive selection of the seemingly
"best" enrollees (easiest to work with, good work history, education, high motivation). This particularistic approach is supported
implicitly by administrators who are pressured into maintaining
fiscally sound production records: records which aim at process
and body counts, not significant outcomes for the enrollees. The
most disadvantaged among the unemployed (the "untouchables") thus
fall further into the hold "cul de sacs" of the bureaucratic maze,
while those who would eventually get jobs on their own anyway,
are credited as job placements for the WIN program. Those enrollees who pose the greatest challenge, and for whom the WIN program,
and other Great Society programs were ostensibly designed, those
virtually disenfranchised members of society characterized by
poor work history, little education, and lack of job skills--the
hard-core unemployed or under-employed, fall further toward the
bottom of the barrel.
The practice of creaming represents a barrier to the maximum
utilization of our human resources. Not only are the chronically
underemployed and unemployed exploited and left to fall further
out of the economic mainstream, they are manipulated to provide
a hedge against higher wage, better working conditions for the
regularly employed and ultimately a hedge for higher corporation
profits. 7
According to Richan, 8 "for decades, relief programs had the
function of maintaining a pool of low-skilled labor at subsistence
levels, low enough to make low-paying jobs in private industry
attractive. This surplus of cheap labor provided an important
cushion for the u s and downs of the labor market." Similarly,
Cloward and Piven point out that relief arrangements are ancillary to economic arrangements.
Their chief function is to regulate labor and they do that
in two general ways. First, when mass unemployment leads
to outbreaks of turmoil, relief programs are ordinarily
initiated or expanded to absorb and control enough of the
unemployed to restore order; then as turbulence subsides,
the relief system contracts, expelling those who are needed
to populate the labor market.

the
for
and
the

As Richanl 0indicates, "work and training, or Title V or
Concentrated Employment Program (CEP) or WIN, is an euphemism
a system that holds some welfare recipients on a treadmill
siphons others into jobs which cannot attract workers from
regular labor force."
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QUEUEING
If a social policy proposal is to have any salience and
impact, it must be offered in the context of existing realities.
Among these realities is legislation which embodies existing
corporate interests--the big-business, private sector, free
enterprise ideology which characterizes the economic system in
this country. The Queueing Model does not and can not change
the ideological underpinnings of our economic system.
A Queueing model of decision-making is proposed that could
maximize the congruence between the client-need and serverresource mix in the WIN manpower program. This model is suggested as an alternative to the present particularistic matching and selection creaming procedures used by WIN.
Queueing theory is a mathematical approach to the problem
of estimating the relationship between the amount of time which
incoming items (consumers) will wait in a queue in terms of:
a.
b.
c.

The arrival time distribution (i.e., the distribution
of the time between successive arrivals in the queue);
The pattern of service times; and
The number of service points.

A critical problem of many human service programs, especially those operating as WIN does on a large volume basis, is the
slippage, or idle time that characterizes the consumer's movement through the system. In business sectors, this would be
described as "down-time," a situation which has dire consequences
for those concerned with profit and loss. Down-time, or waiting
periods, also having invidious implication for job-training
enrollees as well as for the WIN program workers and administrators.
According to operations research theory, the objectives

of service are to balance the demand for service with the
capacity of the server, to minimize the costs of waiting for
services (consumers) and the idle time of the server facility
(WIN program). This presents a queueing problem when the
demand rate (requests for job training, and/or jobs) and the
amount of service available (counselling, job development, GED,
work experience, on-the-job training, job placement) are incongruent and when there are costs (loss of federal funding, cutbacks in program, political concern, tax-payer dissatisfaction,
consumer dissatisfaction, unrest in the streets) associated
with waiting time of consumers and the idle time of the service
facility.
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Thus, three critical issues are:
a. The cost of waiting time or idleness to the consumer
(this can be a psychological, social, physical, as
well as economic cost);
b. The costs of down-time or idle time to a public agency;
c. The degree to which the amount of services available is
subject to control.
Waiting, or idleness, is a cost to the consumer, not only in
a monetary sense, but also as psychosocial cost. To be "cooled
out," has definite negative consequence for the person such as
unrealized heightened expectation, erosion of trust and credibility,
frustration, anger and alienation. In addition, time spent in a
manpower program often prevents many enrollees, especially streetcorner men, from maintaining important community-based social
contacts. It is also a cost to the consumer if he received a
poor return on his investment (in this case his time and himself
as human capital) e.g. a classroom opening, a training site, a
job that never materializes.
"Down-time" is also a cost to the WIN program. If a public
bureaucracy, such as WIN, strives for nothing else, it does
concern itself about internal operations, and with accountability
and efficiency. Slippage in the program erodes WIN production
and impairs staff morale. Furthermore, and possibly more critical,
idleness, or waiting time, prevents the program from satisfying
its public charge: i.e., to facilitate the entry of recipients
of AFDC into jobs that paid a living wage.
Although WIN cannot directly control the number of jobs
available in the community, it does have control over the manpower-related supportive service vendors in the community by
virtue of the federal subsidies it can pay them. WIN always
has some control through its job development program; it can
help shape the nature of jobs by the emphasis staff places on
developing and consolidating job patterns in the community.
WIN, as with other public programs, is paying increasing
attention to the pursuit of efficiency, accountability, and
sound business management principles and techniques; its
rationale being that efficiency of operation will enhance
the program's effectiveness. A critical decision which any
organization (even a non-profit, tax supported program such as
WIN) must make is the selection of a single best course of action
for the achievement of long range goals.
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Cohen and Cyertllsuggest that the only choice that nust ! c
made it a given point of time (such as when enrollees first come

to the W11 program) and which cannot be postponed is the choie
of the first move.
It follows from Cohen and Cyort that the proper concern of
WIN operations is "determination and enforcement of the firstmove component belonging to the optimal course of actioD
12 over
the firm's (or agency's) entire perspective history."
Presently, WIN follows a riro (first in--first out) processing
procedure. Enrollees are processed on a first-come, first-serve
basis. Usually, enrollees are placed in the first WIN program
component opening that becomes available.
Queueing, in contrast to creaming, stresses the long-term
importance of the first decision. That is, if an enrollee were
carefully assessed at the outset as to what his interests, background, motivation, and abilities were; the first program placement would be calculated on the basis of what this would mean to
Present short run manipulations
the enrollee in the long run.
of enrollees would be replaced by a strategy that would be
sensitive to both anticipated and unanticipated outcomes of the
program placement.
An example of this might be placing a heavy equipment
operator in a baking school, not because he is interested nor
skilled in baking, but because he and the position are simultaneously available. Further planning, including use of projected manpower needs, might have revealed that what would have
been most productive for our hypothetical heavy equipment
operator, would have been sending him for on-the-job training
for additional skills in the use of heavy equipment, while
awaiting the opening of appropriate positions.
Moreover, the Queueing model facilitates reaching the
"hard to place" simply by reducing the amount of time staff
needs to work with the "cream"--who are generally not as much
in need of services anyway.
In addition, systematic rather than intuitive processing
will yield valuable information for the development of training programs, jobs and future planning.
rurthermore, rational placement procedures would assist in
revealing those enrollees who require help in extricating
themselves from the world of work since they are physically,
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mentally or emotionally unfit, or help in providing some type of
sheltered, protective, semi or non-competitive work environment.
Also, there is a group of enrollees who with additional staff
services, might be able to bridge the gap of heretofore unemployable or underemployable status, to that of being job ready.
Queueing will not replace Creaming until there are policy
and program supports which reward outcomes that benefit the
enrollee as well as provide incentives for program staff to work
with the hard-to-reach. Because increased number counts often
become translated into "success" by federal monitors of the
WIN program, local administrators will not be motivated toward
implementing the Queueing model until different evaluation
criteria are instituted.
To encourage the implementation of a Queueing model of
decision making, program "success" criteria needs to be
revised to reflect the quality of placements, with a set of
weighting factors being assigned to placements of varying
difficulty. The difficulty factor would be considered in the
production records of the human service workers--no longer
would amount of activity be the sole criterion of evaluation;
rather, the nature and quality of the activities and the
difficulty factor regarding placements would be reflected in
the monthly and quarterly audit reports.
For example, placement of enrollee A (he has had a good
employment history--the "cream") onto a job might be assigned a
difficulty factor of .3. Placement of a hard-to place enrolee
B into a training class might be assigned a .5 weighting factor.
Placement of enrollee B into a job with good probability of
future potential might be assigned an .8 weighting. In brief,
explicit recognition of the quality of the performance would
facilitate staff spending additional time and effort with
more difficult problem situation, thus providing an incentive
for careful deliberation at the outset--the importance of the
first move (Queueing).
CONCLUSION
A prime index of the worth of any manpower program is its
ability to place people in jobs. The effectiveness of manpower
programs, however, is limited by any larger social policy which
restricts the opportunities for full employment and jobs which
offer dignity and a decent wage. A queueing model cannot provide
these opportunities, but it can provide an alternative to the
present method of exacerbating the already-existing schism
between the haves and the have-nots--even among the heterogeneous
poor.
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Queueing is a rational approach to decision-making in a
human services program--whereby government, local WIN administration, staff, and most importantly, the consumers, can benefit
from the increased probability of better services accruing
from a publically funded program.
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1. Introduction
My purpose in this paper is to develop a rationale for, and to suggest
approaches to, the conscious integration of a political component into professional practice. Involved in this is a re-definition or re-conceptualization of professional roles in the human services as potentially powerful means
of a radical, revolutionary political strategy. The overall aim of such a
political strategy is to eliminate the systemic sources and dynamics of social,
economic, and political inequalities - in my view, the major underlying causes
of the entire array of social problems with which the human services profess
to be concerned.
lest my explicit position be misunderstood and thus block communication
and dialogue, I should like to emphasize right at the outset that the terms
"radical" and "revolution" are, in correct English'usage, not synonymous with
physical force and violence. Physical force and violence are merely one
possible set of means of revolutionary struggles, and, in my view, on both
theoretical and practical grounds, not very appropriate means. As used here,
the terms "radical" and "revolution" reflect a theoretical position and a goal
concept. According to this position, professional intervention should identify
and attack the roots rather than the symptoms of social problems, and, hence,
should promote the transformation of the existing dysfunctional, alienating
social order into one conducive to the fulfillment of the true human needs of
all people, rather than facilitate the adaptation of people to the systemic
requirements of the prevailing order and the vested interest groups that
dominate it.
As for the notion to politicize professional roles, I submit that this
is not an innovation, but merely an effort to do consciously what happens anyway,
unacknowledged, and without sufficient awareness. It has long been known that
one latent function of professional practice is political stabilization of
society, and, hence, such practice has political implications and consequences,
whether we intend it that way or not. The widespread notion that professional
iPresented at the 19th Annual Program Meeting of the Council on Social
Work Education, San Francisco, California, February 27, 1973. This paper was
prepared within the Social Policy Study Program supported by the Office of
Child Development, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (PR-288IA-C2). The paper is based on the author's book, Unravelling Social Policy:
Theory, Analysis, and Political Action Toward Social Equality, Cambridge,
Mass.: Schenkman Publishing Co., 1973.
A shortened version of this essay was published in the Journal of
Clinical Child Psychology, Volume III, No. 1 (Winter 1974).
-

practice is politically neutral is, therefore, erroneious and naive. This very
notion is, itself, a politically powerful myth that serves the interests of
groups benefiting from the existing social order by effectively neutralizing
potential challengers of that order, and by contributing, thus, to its perpetuation and, alas, the perpetuation of social problems intrinsic to it.
Politicizing professional roles as conceived here would, therefore, merely
involve to acknowledge their intrinsic political function, and to shape it
consciously in harmony with specified objectives of professional intervention.
2. A Conceptual Model for the Study of Social Policies and Social Problems
Having started this presentation with a condensed version of my conclusions I am now turning to the ideas and arguments leading to these conclusions.
Human services professionals and others interested in overcoming
social problems by eliminating their sources and dynamics in the fabric of
society must first attempt to identify these sources and dynamics. Unfortunately, the established social and behavioral sciences whose help professionals
enlist in efforts to unravel the sourcs and dynamics of social problems, do
not offer definitive answers. Instead, social scientists tend to argue that
the causal contexts of social problems are far too complex to be clearly understood, and, hence, specific causal chains cannot be explicated.
What social
science research usually discovers are more, or less, "significant" associations and correlations among selected, relevant, or irrelevant, variables, and,
of course, hypotheses for further investigation - a covert appeal for support
of further research. The conventions and rituals of scientific research and
the canons of evidence permit no more.
Many scholars have come to suspect, over the years, that the limited
achievement of research into the causation of social problems was due, in
part, to the prevailing fragmentation of the social sciences into sociology,
economics, political science, anthropology, psychology, etc. This fragmentation by academic discipline is reflected in arbitrary, single-dimensional
abstract ons and distortions of multi-variate human reality which inevitably
leads to faulty formulations of issues and of research design, and, hence, to
doubtful, and often useless, findings. Obviously, relevant and valid answers
cannot be obtained unless relevant and valid questions are asked. And to
generate such questions one first needs a comprehensive, integrated, theoretical model of social, economic, and political reality. The existing fragmented
theoretical models of the separate social sciences do not meet this requirement, and, hence, cannot but keep us from posing the proper questions, and
obtaining valid answers.
Their arbitrary fragmentation is not the only dysfunctional aspect of
the social sciences in terms of their usefulness for discovering and overcoming the sources and dynamics of social problems. Yet, for purposes of
the present argument, we need go no further in the critique of the social
sciences. Instead, I now wish to specify the relevant variables of an integrative, conceptual model which combines applicable knowledge from various
social and behavioral sciences into a meaningful and reliable representation

of social reality, useful to the study of social policies and social problems.
While the task of developing such a theoretical model may seem overwhelming,
once accomplished it appears actually quite simple and self-evident. What
matters, however, is not whether a model is complex or simple, but whether it
serves its purpose, which, in the present context, is to clarify specified
aspects of reality as a basis for identifying and attacking the sources and
dynamics of social problems.
The cornerstone of such an action-oriented, conceptual model is the
often disregarded proposition that social problems are largely the inevitable
consequences of man-designed arrangements - "social policies" - rather than of
natural phenomena. While these arrangements or policies are devised by humans
over time through constant interaction with their natural environment, and
while basic bio-psychological attributes are important factors of the policies
by which humans regulate life in society, it is, nevertheless, erroneous and
misleading to interpret specific social arrangements, as is often done, a
"natural," and hence, as unchangeable. Viewing social policies, and the social
problems they generate, as "natural" is conducive to passive and apathetic
acceptance of, and submission to, existing policy systems as exemplified in the
traditional view, "The poor will always be with you." On the other hand,
recognizing the decisive role of humans in the shaping of the policies by which
they live reveals immediately that it is within their collective power, if they
so choose, to redesign existing human arrangements whenever they prove not to
be conducive to the pursuit of life, liberty, and happiness for all. This, by
the way, is one of the essential messages of the American Declaration nf Independence, which still makes excellent and essential reading in 1973 as one of
the more eloquent arguments on behalf of the principle of revolution.
In accordance with the conceptual model suggested here, man designed
social arrangements or social policies are the major determinants of (1) the
overall quality of life in a society, '2) the circumstances of living of
individuals and groups, and, hence, (3) the nature of all intra-societal relationships among individuals, groups, and society as a whole. The model further
indicates that these "output" variables of social policy systems are shaped
largely through the social structuring of three key processes which can be
found to operate in any Puman society, irrespective of its evolutionary stage.
These key processes are:
1. The development of material or symbolic, life-sustaining and lifeenhancing resources (goods and services);
2. The "division of labor" or the allocation of individuals and groups
to specific positions ("statuses") within the total array of
societal tasks and functions, involving corresponding roles, and
prerogatives intrinsic to these roles; and
3. The distribution to individuals and groups of specific rightto material and symbolic, life-sustaining and life-enhancin resources (goods and services) through general or specific
entitlements, "status" - specific rewards, and C-eneral or
soecific constraints.

The universality of these key processes derives from their origin in certain
intrinsic characteristics of the human condition, namely, (1) the bio-psychological drive to survive, (2) the necessity to organize work in order to obtain
relatively scarce, life-sustaining resources from the natural environment, and
(3) the necessity to devise some system, and principles, for distributing
these life-sustaining resources throughout a society. Obviously then, the
overall quality of life of a society and the circumstances of living of its
members depend largely on interaction with its natural setting and on the
quality and quantity of resources it generates through investing human labor
into its environment. Clearly, also, the circumstances of living of individuals
and groups, and their relations with each other and with a society as a whole,
depend largely on the specific positions or "statuses" to which they are
assigned, or which they attain, within the total
array of societal tasks and
functions, and on the specific rights they obtain, to concrete and symbolic
resources within the totality of resources available for distribution by a
society.
The key processes of resource development, status allocation, and
rights distribution are, consequently, the underlying key variables of all
social policies, and constitute thus the dynamic elements of the conceptual
model proposed here.
The possibilities of variation in the way these key processes operate
and interact in different societies at different times are numerous, and
correspondingly numerous are, therefore, the variations of specific social
policies and of entire systems of social policies. All changes of social
policies and of entire systems of social policies involve, obviously, some
changes in one or more of these key processes. Implied in this proposition
is the frequently disregarded corollary that significant changes in human
relations, in the quality of life, and in the circumstances of living will
occur only when a society is willing to introduce significant modifications
in the scope and quality of the resources it develops, and in the criteria
by
which it allocates statuses, and distributes rights to its
members.
New
social policies which involve no, or morely insignificant, modifications of
these key processes and their interactions, can, therefore, not be expected to
result in significant changes of a given status quo with respect to the quality
of life, the circumstances of living, and the human relations in a society.
Anti-poverty policies throughout the history of American society are telling
illustrations of this obvious fact. These policies consistently involved
merely minor changes in resource development, in the allocation of statuses,
and in the distribution of rights to deprived segments of the population, and,
thus, have failed to produce expected changes in the quality of life,
the

circumstances of living, and in human relations.

They always were, and

continue to be, merely new variations on old themes.
Some further comments are indicated here concerning the interaction
between two of the key processes of social policies, status allocation and
rights distribution. Many human societies, including our own, distribute
most concrete and symbolic rights as rewards for status incumbency and role
performance, rather than as universal entitlements by virtue of citizenship.
This linkage between rights and statuses tends to result in considerable
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inequalities of rights among incumbents of different statuses as statuses are
usually valued and ranked differentially. It is important to note in this
context that while differences in statuses and roles are an essential aspect
of task organization in a modern society, inequalities of rights are not an
essential consequence of such differences, prevailing sociological, psychological, and economic theories notwithstanding. Many societies, however,
have adopted inequality of rights as if it were an essential corollary of
the division of labor, and have institutionalized inequality of rewards for
different positions. From a theoretical perspective it is, of course,
entirely feasible to distribute rights equally among all members of a society,
by means of universal entitlements, irrespective of the different positions
they occupy.
The linkage of rights to statuses is usually justified by prevailing
theories concerning incentives and human motivation. It is claimed, axiomatically, that in order to recruit personnel for the diversity of statuses
in a society, prospective incumbents must be attracted through incentives
built into the reward system. While this may be a fairly accurate description
of human behavior in our and in many other societies, it does not explain the
sources and dynamics underlying this response pattern, nor does it answer the
important question whether this response pattern is biologically determined
and, thus, the only possible behavioral alternative.
Biological, psychological, and sociological research indicate that
human motivation is a function of biologically given factors and socially
learned tendencies. The relative importance of these two sets of factors is
not known, but there seems to be little question that learned tendencies are
a powerful force of human behavior. Based on these considerations, it seems
that existing patterns of motivation and incentive response reflect existing
patterns of socialization, and that variations in these socialization patterns
could produce over time different motivational attitudes and response patterns.
One is thus led to conclude that the patterns of human motivation used to
justify structured inequalities in the distribution of rights in many existing
societies are not fized by nature, but are open to modification by means of
variations in processes of socialization. The view that man responds primarily
to the profit motive is not necessarily a correct indication of mankind's
social and cultural potential, but merely a reflection of the dominant
ideologies of non-egalitarian societies.5
The key processes of social policy interact with various natural and
societal forces represented schematically in the accompanying chart. Of
special significance among these forces are the dominant volue premises or
ideology of a society - its basic organizing principles - which tend to
constrain the malleability of the key processes, and, hence, of the policies.
Not all the
numerous values of a society are, however, equally relevant to
the shaping of its policies. Since social policies involve primarily developmental, allocative, and distributive decisions, the following value dimensions
which bear direcly upon these types of decisions are most relevant in this
context: equality vs. inequality; collectivism vs. self-centeredness; and
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cooperation vs. competition. Thus, a society which values "rugged individualism" and competitiveness in pursuit of self-interest, and which considers
inequality of circumstances of livirs a "natural" order of human existence,
will tend to exploit its natural and human resources, and to preserve structured inequalities through its processes of resource development, status
alio ation, and rights distribution. Conversely, a society which values
cooperation in pursuit of collective interests, and which is truly committed
to the notion that all humans, irrespective of their individual differences,
are intrinsically of equal worth and dignity, and, hence, are entitled to
equal social, economic, civil, and political rights, will tend to develop
social policies involving, rational development, utilization, and preservation
of natural and human resources, equal access to statuses, and equal rights
to material and symbolic life-sustaininr and life-enhancing resources.
While dwelling briefly on the importance of values, it should be
noted that public discussion of social policies in the United States tends
to neglect this crucial dimension. Instead, major, and often exclusive,
emphasis tends to be placed on technical matters and on means, while the
goals and values which policies are to attain are pushed to the background.
Technical matters are indeed important, and alternative means need to be
evaluated in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.
However, unless goals
and values serve as main criteria for policy development and evaluation, the
preoccupation with means and technologies appears to be an exercise in
futility.
3. The Sources and Dynamics of Social Problems in the Fabric of Capitalism:
Having identified through the conceptual model the universal key
processes and output domain of social policies, and having stressed the
crucial role of the policy-relevant value premises or basic organizing
principles of a society, we are now ready to resume the exploration of the
sources and dynamics of social problems. Let us examine as an illustrative
case the poverty syndrome, no doubt, one of the most disturbing and pervasive
social problems.
Using the conceptual model it is easy to recognize the socialstructural dynamics of poverty in prevailing systematic inequalities in
access of statuses, in the distribution of social, economic, and political
rights and liberties, and in patterns of resource development derived from,
and in turn reinforcing, the existing Imbalanced distribution of rights.
Government statistics reveal a stubborn stability of these inequalities over
many decades. Thus, the distribution of income flow from all sources, an
important index of the distribution of rights in a market economy, has
maintained the following characteristic chape ever since World War II in
spite of the so-called "war on poverty" and hosts of other anti-poverty
programs. The lowest fifth of families ranked by income receive about five
percent of aggregate income, while the highest fifth receive over 40 percent,
and the top five percent of families receive about 15 percent of income.
Iost recent government fiFures even suggest that the share of the lowest
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4
The distribution of wealth, perhaps a more signififth has been decreasing.
ficant index of rights than the income distribution, is even more lopsided
than the distribution of income flow. Not surprisingly, government statistics
on ownership of wealth are almost non-existent.

Differential distributions of income and wealth, major factors of
poverty, conceived in relative terms, are, in any society, functions of the
prevailing economic and political systems. Accordingly, we are lead to
conclude that poverty and its complex social and psychological correlates in
the United States are inevitable consequences of the economic and political
dynamics of "free-enterprise" capitalism and its derivative versions, national
It is,
and multi-national, oligopoly and monopoly, corporate capitalism.
therefore, to the essential features of capitalism that we must turn next in
our efforts to unravel the sources and dynamics of poverty and related social
problems.5
Capitalism as an economic-political system is organized around the
value premises of rugged individualism, competition in pursuit of selfinterest, and inequality of human worth and rights. Its basic institutional
principle is the sanctity of private ownership of, anc control over, the
economic sources of life, including land, other natural resources, and means
of production. This central principle of capitalism, it should be noted, is
in blatant contradiction with the ancient Judeo-Christian concept of collective
ownership of the sources of livelihood of the people as expressed symbolically
American Indians and many
in the scripture: "The land is mine says the Lord."
tribes in Africa and Asia hold similar views concerning the indivisibility and
collective control of tribal lands.
The central driving force or source of energy of capitalism is the
profit motive, which is reflected in the constant drive to maximize the
profits of individual and corporate entrepreneurs, the owners of various forms

of capital,

through competition and collusion in the marketplace.

This

acquisitive thrust, which is aided by the inheritance principle and by a broad
range of tax and other policies in support of private business activities,
results over time in constantly increasing accumulation and concentration of
economic resources, and in corresponding concentration of political power and
influence.
The values, principles, and dynamics of capitalism give rise to several
kinds of exploitation. First of all, there is the exploitation of the workersproducers, the large segment of the population who own and control little or
no capital and who, in order to survive, must sell their labor in the market
for a mere fraction of the value of the products they create. For the profits
of capitalists, the returns on their investments (rent, interest, and
dividends) are nothing but parts of the fruits of labor, or, in Marx's terms,
"surplus value," of which the workers-producers are deprived or "alienated"
under prevailing institutional arrangements. A second form of exploitation
is closely related to the former. This is the business profit or mark-up;
that part of market rices of goods and services which exceeds their real
production and distribution costs, and which workers-producers nust pay in

their roles as consumers when buying back their own, alienated products. We
may note here again that the Judeo-Christian tradition prohibits the charging
of interest on loaned capital, and, thus, sym1 olically rules out some kinds of
exploitation institutionalized by the capitalist system.
2xploitation under the acquisitive orientation of capitalism is not
confined, however, to depriving workers of the full value of their products.
Other aspects of the greedy, profit-motivated exploitation are evident in the
th,ughtless depletion and destruction of such natural resources as land,
forests, animals,mineral deposits, water, and air; and in the immense waste
implicit in such economically irrational practices as built-in obsolescence,
annual model changes, marginal non-functional differences among equivalent
products, packaging and non-utilitarian frills on products, emphasis on production of luxury goods in spite of large-scale unmet needs for essential
basic goods, competitive and deceptive advertising, massive diversion of human
and material resources to military production, wars, and space spectaculars, etc.
Exploitation is implicit also in the qualitative aspects of "efficient"
production processes. Workers have little control over the usually dehumanizing
nature of these processes, nor over the nature of the very product they create.
They are viewed and treated as means, or "factors of production," rather than
as ends or "masters of production." These aspects of the production context
have resulted in widespread psychological alienation of production, service, and
office workers, and, of late also, of management personnel. This growing
alienation and its multi-facted, negative consequences for business, workers,
and consumers is gradually becoming a cause for serious
concern to the manage6
ment of enterprises and even to the U.S. Government.
The capitalist drive for profit and its corollary, exploitation, show
little respect for national boundaries. The large scope of worldwide, economic,
and political penetration of U.S. business interests, which is often perceived
as a modern form of colonialism and imperialism, is reflected in a recent
report of the Bureau of Intelligence and Research of the U.S. Department of
State.7 According to this report the U.S. constrols nearly 30 percent of the
"Planetary Product" though the U.S. population is less than six percent of
mankind. Obviously, there is a significant linkage between the expansionary
tendencies of U.S. capitalism in search for profit and imperialistic tendencies
of U.S. foreign policies. Logical by-products of these tendencies are military
adventures and other, less covert, forms of foreing intervention all over the
globe, including support of many "anti-communist", oppressive, military dictatorships, and subversion of, and economic sanctions against, elected socialist
governments such as in Chile, as well as the far-reaching influence in our own
society of the military-industrial complex.
In reviewing briefly the essential features of capitalism we noted that
efforts to maximize profits tend to be the overriding considerations in business
decisions, although this may not always be evident in certain short-range
decisions. According to the theoretical models of capitalistic market economics
under conditions of perfect competition (which have never been realized in any
modern, industrial society), the profit-oriented decisions of numerous,
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competing, individual enterprises should automatically result, in the aggregate,
in the most efficient allocation and utilization of the human and material
resources of a society. Moreover, these uncoordinated, separate decisions of
entrepreneurs in competitive free markets are also supposed to assure the
satisfaction of the needs of the entire population.
Any one familiar with
of resource allocation and utilization
the prevailing modes and priorities
in American society, and with the actual level of satisfaction of even such
basic human needs as food, shelter, clothing, transportation, health care, and
theories and promises of smooth
education, need not be told that the capitalist
and efficient self-regulation of supply and demand, of prices, and of resource
allocation, by Adam Smith's "invisible hand," are merely a cruel hoax. Capitalsim never intended, nor succeeded, to satisfy the basic and more complex
needs of entire populations, for doin so would preclude profits and exploitation. Rather than organizing production and distribution to satisfy the real
needs of all people, capitalism tends first to generate, and then to cater to,
distorted needs in its constant drive for ever larger profits. Widespread,
constant poverty and deprivation, cyclical depressions, and wasteful, high
rates of unemployment and underemployment which exceed by far officially
reported levels, and which would be even higher but for our vast military
production and repeated involvement in wars, clearly demonstrate the mythical
character of prevailing capitalist economic models and theories.
The conceptual model presented earlier in this discussion enables us to
recognize the fallacies of capitalist theories which may more fittingly be
referred to as ideologies. To summarize then, capitalism as an economic and
political system is a cluster of related social policies shaped by the values
and dynamics of competitive pursuit of narrowly-perceived self-interest, and
by an implicit concept of humans as intrinsically of unequal worth. The three
key policy processes of resource development, status allocation, and rights
distribution conform to the profit-oriented, exploitative, and non-egalitarian
tendencies of capitalism according to which natural resources and humans are
objects of exploitation for privately controlled capital rather than subjects
in their own rights. On the "output" side of the capitalist policy cluster we
find, consequently: (a) gradual deterioration of the overall quality of life
in rural, suburban, and urban environments; (b) great differences in the cir-

cumstances of living of various population segments, ranging from masses of
people living in abject poverty, deprivation, and apathy, through a constantly
striving, hard-pressed, discontented, and insecure middle class, living in
pseudo-affluence, to a small, isolated upper class living in wasteful luxuries;
and (c) an intensely pathological quality of human relations characterized by
alienation, insecurity, anxiety, loneliness, isolation, escapism, superficiality, self-centeredness, competitiveness, hostility, exploitation, mistrust, and
nearly complete absence of truly meaningful mutual bonds.
4. Implications: A Revolutionary Strateg
Services Professions

and its Consequences for the Human

Our illustrative case-study of the sources and ,ynamics of the poverty
syndrome has led to the conclusion that this social problem is an inevitable,
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structural consequence of the economic and political dynarics of capitalism.
At the same time we realized also that many other social prolems, such as
nsychological alienation, are intrinsic to capitalism. Having identified
these causal links, the requirements of an effective strategy for the elimination of the poverty syndrome seem now self-evident. Such a strategy must
aim to replace an economic and political system of which poverty is an intrinsic aspect with an alternative system which is so constituted as to preclude
poverty as a structural possibility. Such a system would he shaped by alternative value premises of cooperation in pursuit of collective interests, and
by an implicit concept of humans as intrinsically of equal worth, irrespective
of their individual differences, and as entitled to equal zocial, economic,
civil, and political rights and liberties.
The key processes of social policies, and, through them, the political
and economic institutions in such an alternative social order would conform
in their operations to these alternative value premises and concepts. Land,
other natural resources, and means of production would be owned and controlled
collectively and would be developed, utilized, and conserved in a planned and
rational manner so as to meet the needs of all people and to preclude waste
and destruction. Access to statuses would be open on an equal basis, and rights
and liberties would be distributed equally, as universal entitlements, irrespective of individual statuses. It should be noted in this context that
T
8
equality as conceived here, following R.H. awney's eloquent exposition, is
not to be achieved through monotonous uniformity, but through thoughtful and
flexible consideration of individual differences and needs. Exploitation in
any form will be prevented through appropriate institutional arrangements in
oroduction, distribution, consumption, and governance, and psychological
alienation will thus be overcome. The overall quality of life will gradually
improve as circumstances of living are equalized for all, and as human relations take on a healthy, constructive, caring, and positive quality.
Clearly then, poverty cannot be eliminated without a total revolution
of our existing social and economic order, a revolution of value premises,
organizing principles, and basic concepts of man, and a corresponding revolution of social, economic, and political institutions. That does not mean, it
should be noted, that the scope of poverty could not be reduced within the
existing order. Such a reduction is possible thvough significant reforms. We
should realize, however, that such reforms within the capitalist system cannot
overcome the dynamics and the corresponding alienating and dehumanizing attitudes of self-centeredness, competition, and socially-structured inequalities,
the very roots of the poverty syndrome and many other social problems. We thus
are faced with a simple choice. If we are committed to preserve the capitalist
system and are unwilling to replace it with a humanistic, egalitarin alternative, we better get used to living with the inevitable by-products of capitalism, and, perhaps, even learn to like them. On the other hand, if we find
these by-products utterly unacceptable, we have no choice but to eliminate
their source, capitalism.
We now seem ready to consider the integration of a conscious, radical,

political component into professional practice in the human services, and the
transformation of this practice from an instrument of systems maintenance into
one of revolutionary praxis. However, before articulating the specific contributions professional practice can bring to a revolutionary strategy, I need to
sketch my views on the general principles of such a strategy.
I consider replacing the prevailing alienating, competitive, capitalist
social order with a humanistic, egalitarin, cooperative one to be in the true
interest of nearly everyone in our society and not merely in the interest of
deprived segments of our population. For the existing social order oppresses
not only deprived groups, but prevents the vast majority of citizens from
leading meaningful, harmonious lives, and from realizing their inherent human
potential. If, then, the revolution is in nearly everyone's true human interest, it does not seem valid to view it in conlfict model terms, as a zero-sum
context, where currently deprived population segments are the "winners" and
the current middle and upper classes the "losers." Rather, the revolution is
to be viewed as a truly liberating process for all with everyone coming out a
"winner" in humanistic terms.
Though acknowledged theoretically by many past
and present revolutionary movements, this concept has not been integrated
adequately into revolutionary strategy.
The major obstacles to a revolutionary transformation of our society
at the present time are the existing social, economic, and political institutional arrangements, and the corresponding, dominant consciousness of nearly
all groups in the population according to which the capitalist system either
already serves their interests or will eventually do so. Most groups are
ready to struggle for their perceived interests within the existing system
and fail to see that such struggles can obviously not succeed for everyone.
Not only must there always be losers in a competitive economic and political
marketplace, but also the "winners" cannot achieve a meaningful existence
because of the intrinsic social and psychological dynamics of that system.
Other obstacles to the revolutionary pricess are uncertainty about the reality
of an alternative social order for the United States, and, related to this, a
vague fear of the unknown.
There is also fear and rejection of the little
that
is known from selective and often biased information about various past and
ongoing revolutions against capitalist
systems.
In view of these considerations it seems that a revolutionary strategy
for the United States should aim to overcome the prevailing misconceptions, or
"false consciousness," concerning the complex realities,
and especially the
real economic and social "costs and benefits", of capitalism and of a humanistic,
egalitarian alternative social system.
Such educational or, rather, reeducational, efforts should be directed at every segment of the population
rather than merely at oppressed groups, for, as I have suggested above, the
revolution is for everyone, as it is in everybody's truest human interest.
Accordingly, no groups or individuals, whatever their current social positions,
should be cast in the image of enemies of the people and of the revolution,
for such images tend to turn into self-fulfilling
prophesies.
They prevent

communication to important and powerful segments of the population and underSuch
mine the potential for consciousness change among those labeled enemies.
labeling also tends to invite and mobilize action in defense of the status quo
through repressive resistance to the revolutionary process. Thus, the false
consciousness of powerful groups is merely reinforced. While, then, "personalizing the enemy" and expressing hostility toward him may unify oppressed groups
and aid in overcoming their false consciousness, it seems certainly counterproductive in terms of an effective overall revolutionary strategy. Revolutionary interpretation and reeducation as conceived here should, therefore, identify
the "enemy" not in specific individuals and abstract groups, such as the "ruling
class," but in the prevailing non-egalitarian, competitive, oppressive, and
exploitative value premises and organizing principles, in the institutional
arrangements and social policies derived from these values and principles, and
in the destructive interpersonal and intergroup relations and conflicts generSuch an interpretation should also
ated by these arrangements and policies.
reveal how we all, oppressed and oppressors alike, are trapped in, and act in
accordance with, the same dehumanizing, irrational arrangements which humans
have created and continue to maintain, and, hence, how the liberation of every
group depends on the liberation of all the groups from the shackles of the
existing order.)
The revolutionary strategy which I advocate is thus based primarily on
reason and on man's capacity to use his intellect critically and creatively.
While judicious use of civil disobedience, and dynamic, non-violent resistance
are certainly appropriate means in terms of this strategy, the use of physical
force and violence is contraindicated on various ethical, theoretical and
practical grounds. Not only are force and violence intrinsically incompatible
with the revolutionary aims, but they are also unlikely to change the perceptions and consciousness of people.
Summing up these thoughts on strategy, a true revolution requires fundamental changes of consciousness concerning the social reallity and the percepA true
tions of self-interest on the part of large segments of the population.
revolution is, therefore, a cultural change process, and not merely an institutional and structural one. These two change processes are, of course, very
To advance such
closely related to, and constantly interact with, each other.
comprehensive, cultural, and institutional change processes in the United States,
in spite of the prevailing mind-crippling and indoctrinating influences of our
educational systems and our media of mass communication and entertainment, we
need to organize a dynamic, non-violent, revolutionary liberation movement. A
major function of such a movement is to unravel, by means of systematic countercommunications and reeducation, the illusions and distortions diseminated perpetually by the aominant communications media, which tend to reinforce the
prevailing misconceptions and false consciousness of the population concerning
capitalism and possible alternative systems.
trofessional practice in the human services could become an important
factor of such an evolving liberation movement if large numbers of practitioners
in health, education, and welfare services would redefine their individual and
professional roles in political terms. Professional practice seems particularly
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well suited for counter-communication functions aimed at overcoming false
consciousness, as its primary operational mode is communication and interaction
around basic human needs and service-programs, with individuals, groups, orranizations, communities, or even larger and more complex human aptrefates. The
quality, content, and thrust of professional practice must, of course, be
modified significantly if it is to unmask, rather than sustain, existing illusions, to unravel, rather to cover up, the cuases of social problems, and to
promote identification with a liberation movement, rather than adjustment to
the status quo.
The conceptualization of practice in the human services suggested here
involves conscious politicizing of this practice by integrating into it countercommunications aimed at overcoming, false consciousness and at attacking, thus,
social problems at their roots. Pecause of this, this practice model is
incompatible with the now-prevailing, systems-maintenance orientation of the
human services. professionals in these services have, of course, been aware
for many decades of theirsystems-maintenance and social control roles and have
struggled in vain with the dilemmas implicit in this situation. To ease the
burden of these intrinsic contradictions of the human services context, professionals have tried to overcome them by arbitrarily de-politicizing practice.
The political context of social problems, and, hence, of primary prevention,
was recognized, but was split off from professional practice, and this arbitrary split was then rationalized conceptually. Accordingly, systems change
efforts were assigned to social action units of professional agencies and
organizations, and to political activities of individual professionals functioning as private citizens, while professional practice was naively defined
as politically neutral. Yet, as pointed out earlier in this paper, the notion
oC political neutrality of professional practice is an illusion, since pclitical neutralization of a large professional group constitutes in itself a
significant, though covert, political act in defense of the status quo. The
proposed conceptualization of professional practice as a conscious political
act attempts to overcome this dysfunctional, status quo-serving, political
neutralization of practice, by restoring the essential political component to
the very center of practice. Obviously, there are many personal dilemmas and
organizational conflicts implicit in the approach proposed here, and various
difficulties may be expected in translating this philosophy into actual practice.
As for the personal dilemmas and the organizational conflicts inherent
in the integration of a political reeducation function into professional
practice in the human services, considerable resistance may 1,eexpected from
the organizations employinw these professionals, as these organizations are
linked, directly or indirectly, into the existing social order, its policies,
and value premises. The solution to these dilemmas derives from the notion
of individual responsibility for ethical action. In contrast with "organization-men" such as Lieutenant Velly at Mi Lai and Adolph Eichman at Auschwitz,
professionals are expected not to identify with organizational philosophies
and not to blindly: follow orranizational directives when these philosophies
,n1 directives clash with basic huran rirhts and social justice which they are
committed to promote. This mpans that those who accept the conceptualization
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of an intefrated, conscious, political-professional role will have to acl
thou,lhtfully in accordance with their ethical commitments in spite of or''arizational resistance, and will thus ecome focal points in a network of at
emer ,ing counter culture bent upon transforminw the existing institutional
system from within.
Politically informed practice in the human services, as conceived here,
should be clearly disting-uished from indoctrination and manipulation. For such
practice is meant to be truly liberating in the fullest sense of this concept,
as it aims to open up new vistas of choice for individuals and groups even
while facilitating maximum utilization on their part of now-available resources
and services. Practice with an integrated revolutionary perspective involves
consistent attempts to bring into consciousness the multiple causal links
between specific personal and social issues or problems addressed by a given
service and the dynamics of the prevailing social, economic, and political
order. Beyond thus fostering awareness of the true, causal context of issues
and problems, such practice should also facilitate insights into options
available to individuals and groups for organizing themselves and others into
a liberation movement against the systemic causes of their specific problems
and of the existing, general oppression and exploitation.
It seems now indicated to provide a very simple illustration of the
integrated political-professional approach suggested here. I have selected
for this purpose a field with which I am familiar, child welfare, and, more
specifically, protective services for children. In a recent study of child
abuse all over the country, I was led to conclude that abuse inflicted upon
children by society by far exceeded in scope and destructive consequences their
abuse by parents. Moreoever, I also realized that societal abuse and neglect,
which is reflected in abject poverty, malnutrition, developmental deficiencies,
ill-health, inadequate education, social deviance, etc., among millions of
children and families, are a major factor of abuse and neglect by individual
U
In spite of these facts, public child protective services throughparents.
out the country tend to convey a punitive, threatening, guilt-producing
message to parents. The essence of this message is that parents are "bad,"
for if they were not, their children would not be abused and neglected.
7urthermore, unless parents were going to correct their "unacceptable" child
rearing patterns, their children will be taken away. Implicit in this message
is the notion that society is "good," concerned about children, and, hence,
free of guilt in their conditions. Reality, unfortunately, tends to be the
reverse. Society, as now constituted, is "guilty" since prevailing policies
doom millions of families to conditions which make adequate child care impossible. Many social workers might not be able to offer any more adequate care
to children than poor parents do, were they living in similar circumstances.
In accordance with the integrated political-professional approach,
protective services workers, in working with parents around the well-beir4 of
neglected children, should be straight-forward about the question of "societal
guilt," and should facilitate the parents' understanding of the social dynamics
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underlying the child's neclect. Once parents comprehend these systemic roots
of the neglect situation, workers should help them to discover possibilities
for organizaiiq, with others in the struggle for a just social order. This
very exploration and clarification can contribute to a growing, sense of self
and of liberation on the part of parents, since they are not being threatened,
blamed, and burdened with guilt as happens so often in conventional protective
services practice.
Of course, not all child abuse and neglect are due to poverty and
societal neglect. Yet, all child abuse and neglect has its roots in the social
fabric, and the protective worker's task is always to unravel the specific
causal context in given cases and then share this insight with the parents.
The model for professional intervention sketched here is, in a certain
sense, analogous to the psycho-analytic approach according to which the discovery and adoption of more satisfying and constructive patterns of living is
facilitated by bringing into consciousness repressed intra-psychic conflicts the covert dynamics of destructive patterns of living. Our practice model
extrapolates, so to speak, this psycho-therapeutic principle to the level of
socio-therapy as it deals with destructive social patterns and processes by
making conscious the societal conflicts and dynamics underlying them, and by
facilitating, thus, the discovery and choice of alternative, potentially conflact-free patterns. In view of this analogy, politically informed professional
practice could be described and labeled socio-analysis and synthesis.
The broad range of social issues, problems, and programs, in which professionals in the human services are involved requires, of course, considerable
flexibility, imagination, and creativity in adapting the general, politicalprofessional intervention model to specific situations. To work out these
adaptations for different fields and levels of practice seems to be the challenge now facing the human services professions. By meeting the challenge,
in spite of the strong resistance this revolutionary thrust will arouse from
defenders of the status quo, the professions could become truly relevant in
terms of their original mission as conceived by Socrates and Plato - to serve
the good of mankind rather than their own narrow self-interest.
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